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ABSTRACT 

The main entities of a spoken language are language and voice, which are entangled with each 

other. In our daily life, we do not give it much thought because we are normally more interested 

in the meaning of the message. Nonetheless, acoustic properties of the voice might influence 

our phonaesthetical perception of a language. Although phonaesthetics were defined two 

decades ago, there has not been a lot of research of phonaesthetical perception. This 

phenomenon has been mainly researched from the sociolinguistic and the psycholinguistic 

points of view, however, the acoustic perspective has been neglected. In this thesis, the aim was 

to replicate the recent findings for the phonaesthetical perception of languages on a different 

sample of participants and to examine this phenomenon through the lens of acoustics. The 

hypotheses were that languages of the same language family group as the participants’ mother 

tongue will be phonaesthetically evaluated lower than languages of other language family 

groups. Furthermore, there will be no differences between female and male participants in the 

phonaesthetical perception of foreign languages. Finally, the average fundamental frequency in 

voice and its standard deviation will affect phonaesthetical perception. This study was 

conducted on 60 Slovenian participants, equalized by gender. Audio recordings of the fable 

“The North Wind and the Sun” in 16 different European languages were used as stimuli, where 

each language was represented with two different female voices. These recordings were used 

for the extraction of acoustic parameters (average fundamental frequency, standard deviation 

of fundamental frequency, event density, harmonic-percussive ratio, inharmonicity, spectral 

centroid, 2–4 kHz frequency band energy). Likert scales (9-level) were used for the evaluation 

of phonaesthetical components (beauty, culture, eroticism, orderliness, softness) in a foreign 

language, self-perceived language familiarity, and voice pleasantness. The task was 

implemented into an online platform and participants had to use an audio output device. The 

stimuli were presented in random order, where for each stimulus, participants were first 

instructed to focus on the language and give their evaluation for perception of beauty, culture, 

eroticism, orderliness, and softness in that language. Furthermore, they had to evaluate their 

self-perceived familiarity with that language. Next, they listened to the same stimulus again and 

were instructed to focus on the voice, for which they had to evaluate how pleasant it sounded. 

The results showed that the phonaesthetical perception of specific language-family groups 

mostly differs from one language family group to another, where the Slavic language family 

group was evaluated lower than the Romance languagefamily group and higher than the Finno-

Ugric & Baltic language family group for all phonaesthetical components, whereas the 

differences between the Slavic and the Germanic language family group were not uniform. 

Moreover, the differences in phonaesthetical perception between individual languages of 

specific language-family groups were even more scattered. Language familiarity had an effect 

on the perception of beauty, culture, and orderliness in a language. In general, a significant 

difference between female and male participants was found for the perception of eroticism in 

favor of men. Further segregations showed they differed in the perception of this phonaestetical 

component for Slavic and Finno-Ugric & Baltic language family groups and for French, Czech, 

Polish, Russian, and Estonian as individual languages. The acoustic parameters that influenced 

phonaesthetical perception the most were harmonic-percussive ratio, inharmonicity, and the 

standard deviation of the fundamental frequency. Furthermore, harmonic-percussive ratio was 

also the most influential acoustic parameter for the perception of voice pleasantness. It seems 

that alongside societal and universal phonetic factors, language familiarity and voice also have 

an effect on the phonaesthetical perception of a foreign language. However, voice seems to be 

a more influential factor in this regard. 

Keywords: acoustic parameters, foreign language, language familiarity, phonaesthetical 

perception, voice. 
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POVZETEK 

Jezik in glas sta glavni entiteti govorjenega jezika, ki sta med seboj prepleteni. V vsakdanjem 

življenju tej prepletenosti med glasom in jezikom ne posvečamo veliko pozornosti, saj smo 

navadno osredotočeni na pomen sporočila. Kljub temu lahko akustične lastnosti glasu vplivajo 

na fonestetično zaznavanje jezika. Ne glede na to, da je bila fonestetika opredeljena pred dvema 

desetletjema, ne temo fonestetičnega zaznavanja ni bilo veliko raziskav. Ta fenomen je bil 

raziskovan pretežno z vidikov sociolingvistike in psiholingvistike, akustična perspektiva pa je 

bila spregledana. V tej magistrski nalogi je bil naš cilj replicirati nedavne ugotovitve o 

fonestetičnem zaznavanju jezikov na drugačnem vzorcu udeležencev, poleg tega pa preučiti ta 

fenomen še z akustičnega vidika. Postavili smo hipoteze, da bodo jeziki iste jezikovne skupine 

kot materni jezik udeležencev prejeli nižje fonestetične ocene kot jeziki drugih jezikovnih 

skupin. Poleg tega ne bo razlik med spoloma v fonestetični zaznavi tujih jezikov. Naša zadnja 

hipoteza je bila, da bosta povprečna osnovna frekvenca in njen standardni odklon vplivala na 

fonestetično zaznavo. Raziskava je bila izvedena na 60 slovenskih udeležencih, ki so bili 

izenačeni po spolu. Kot dražljaji so bili uporabljeni zvočni posnetki basni “Severni veter in 

Sonce” v 16 različnih evropskih jeziki. Vsak jezik je bil predstavljen z dvema različnima 

ženskima glasovoma. Iz teh posnetkov smo pridobili akustične parametre (povprečna osnovna 

frekvenca, standardni odklon osnovne frekvence, gostota dogodkov, razmerje med 

harmoničnostjo in udarnostjo, neharmoničnost, središče spektra, energija frekvenčnega pasu 

2–4 kHz). Za ocenjevanje fonestetičnih komponent (lepota, kultura, erotičnost, urejenost, 

mehkoba) tujih jezikov, poznanost jezikov in prijetnosti glasu smo uporabili 9-stopenjse 

Likertove lestvice. Naloga je bila vgrajena v spletno platformo, udeleženci pa so za izvajanje 

naloge potrebovali napravo z avdio izhodom. Dražljaji so bili predvajani v naključnem vrstnem 

redu. Pri vsakem dražljaju so udeleženci najprej dobili navodilo, naj se osredotočijo na jezik in 

podajo oceno zaznave lepote, kulture, erotičnosti, urejenosti in mehkobe v jeziku. Poleg tega 

so morali podati oceno poznanosti jezika. Sledilo je ponovno poslušanje istega dražljaja, kjer 

so se morali tokrat osredotočiti na glas in podati oceno prijetnosti glasu. Rezultati so pokazali, 

da se fonestetično zaznavanje jezikovnih skupin večinoma razlikuje. Slovanska jezikovna 

skupina je prejela nižje fonestetične ocene kot romanska jezikovna skupina in višje kot 

ugrofinska z baltsko, medtem ko razlike med ocenami posameznih fonestetičnih komponent za 

slovansko in germansko jezikovno skupino niso bile enotne. Razlike v zaznavi fonestetičnih 

komponent med posameznimi jeziki specifičnih jezikovnih skupin so bile še bolj razpršene. 

Poznanost jezika je imeli učinek na zaznavo lepote, kulture in urejenosti v jeziku. Na splošno 

so moški v jezikih zaznali več erotičnosti. Po razčlembi na jezikovne skupine in posamezne 

jezike so se razlike v zaznavanju erotičnosti pokazale pri ugrofinski z baltsko in slovanski 

jezikovni skupini, medtem ko so se pri posameznih jezikih razlike pokazale za francoščino, 

češčino, poljščino, ruščino in estonščino. Za akustične parametre z največjim vplivom na 

fonestetično zaznavanje so se pokazali razmerje med harmoničnostjo in udarnostjo, 

neharmoničnost in standardni odklon osnovne frekvence. razmerje med harmoničnostjo in 

udarnostjo je bil hkrati najbolj vpliven akustični parameter pri zaznavi prijetnosti glasu. Zdi se, 

da poleg societalnih in univerzalnih fonetičnih dejavnikov na fonestetično zaznavo tujega jezika 

vplivata tudi poznanost jezika in glas, s katerim je jezik predstavljen. Če primerjamo slednja, 

je glas tisti, ki ima večji učinek. 

Ključne besede: akustični parametri, fonestetično zaznavanje, glas, poznanost jezika, tuj jezik. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In popular discourse, certain natural languages are considered to be perceived as more 

mellisonant than others. Romance languages, e.g. Italian, French and Spanish, are considered 

to be very attractive (Burchette, 2014). In some cultures, stereotypes have evolved on how 

different languages sound like (beautiful, erotic, orderly, soft, ugly, etc.). Most people have 

developed strong ideas about whether a language sounds pleasant or not. Attempts to explain 

these language attitudes have been done, on the one hand, through Inherent value hypothesis 

(Giles et al., 1974), where the focus lies on the intrinsic value of linguistic features of the target 

language and, on the other hand, through Imposed norm hypothesis (Giles et al., 1974), where 

the focus is on cultural norms. Another way to explore the sound of languages is with 

phonaesthetics (Crystal, 2001), where the focus lies on the aesthetic properties of speech sounds 

(Crystal, 2008). The phonaesthetic preferences of any given listener are assumed to be 

influenced by multiple factors, such as the phonetical characteristics of a language, familiarity 

with the language, the tempo of speech, and the acoustic features of the human voice, which is 

the bearing element of speech and language. While there was plenty of aesthetic research in 

other fields, e.g. the aesthetical experience of music (Brattico et al., 2013), the aesthetics of 

objects (Jacobsen et al., 2004), the aesthetics of art (Leder et al., 2014), and even mathematical 

beauty (Zeki et al., 2014), phonaesthetics did not get much attention (Crystal, 2008). Although 

language and speech are sometimes treated as synonyms, the evolutionary aspects show 

important differences between them. Language is a system for the representation and 

communication of complex expression structures. In contrast, speech relates to an auditory 

medium, which is needed for the transportation of the language. Despite the fact that there is a 

close bond between language and speech, they can be analyzed separately (Abend, 2013). 

This Master’s thesis gives a general overview of language, what it is, what it enables, and how 

different languages arose and branched off. It briefly describes language family groups and 

individual languages that are relevant for this study. Next, it gives a general description of 

linguistics, its objectives, categorization, and relation to other sciences. Then, the focus shifts 

to language familiarity, how does it occur, what it is affected by, and how does it affect foreign 

language perception. Further, the thesis switches to the field of sociolinguistics, where the 

inherent value hypothesis, the imposed norm hypothesis (Giles et al., 1974), and the social 

connotation hypothesis (Trudgill & Giles, 1978) are presented and argued. This is followed by 

a general description of psycholinguistics and what is required for speech comprehension and 

language processing. Next, there is a general description of phonetics, which is divided into 

how sounds are produced (articulatory phonetics), how they are perceived (auditory phonetics), 

and what is happening to them in-between (acoustic phonetics). This is followed by a transition 

to the field of acoustics, where voice and speech are described in physical terms. This part 

presents the acoustic parameters and how they affect the perception of voice and language. 

Next, the field of aesthetics is presented, where aesthetic experiences, aesthetic properties, 

aesthetic judgements, and aesthetic values are argued in a more philosophical manner. The 

theoretical part is concluded with the description of phonaesthetics, how it can be researched, 

and its relationship with the perception of different languages. The second part of this thesis is 

empirical with the aim of replicating previous findings for phonaesthetical perception and add 

a new aspect, the acoustic one, to the research of this phenomenon. Three hypotheses are set 

referring to: the differences in the phonaesthetical perception of specific language family 

groups; the differences in the phonaesthetical perception between genders; and the influence of 

acoustic parameters on phonaesthetical perception. Next, the method is presented with the 

description of participants, used materials, the procedure, how the acoustic parameters were 

extracted, and the analysis. Finally, the results are shown, followed by the discussion, 
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limitations, and conclusions. This thesis is of interdisciplinary nature, namely, it combines 

materials and methods of linguistics, psycholinguistics, acoustics, and psychoacoustics. 

Sociolinguistics is also an important perspective in the research of phonaesthetical perception 

and although this view was not incorporated into the study, it is discussed with the purpose of 

finding more valid explanations of the phenomenon. 
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2 LANGUAGE 

Language is the expression of human communication through which knowledge, belief, and 

behavior can be experienced, explained, and shared. This sharing is based on systematic, 

conventionally used signs, sounds, gestures, or marks that convey understood meanings within 

a group or community. 

In other words, language represents many things – a system of communication, a medium for 

thoughts, an agent for literary expressions, a social institution, a topic for political controversy, 

a catalyst for nation building. All people are normally able to speak at least one language, which 

makes it difficult to imagine much significant social, intellectual, or artistic activity taking place 

without it. Every single person has a stake of understanding something about the nature and 

application of language (O’Grady et al., 1997). 

Speakers of a certain language have the ability to produce and comprehend an unlimited number 

of utterances, which includes a great number of new and unfamiliar expressions. This ability, 

the so-called linguistic competence, forms the central subject matter of linguistics (O’Grady 

et al., 1997). 

Language variation is ubiquitous. It can be seen in every layer that the language is constructed 

of, from the variable realization of sounds, the preference of one word over another, to 

competing syntactic frames. This language-internal variation correlates with the individual’s 

factors, like gender, age, place of birth, educational background, and knowledge of other 

languages. Moreover, the correlations also exist with contextual factors, including the discourse 

setting, what has been said before, and even with the individual’s prediction about what will be 

said next. These correlations are systematic and robust rather than incidental or random (Boland 

et al., 2016). 

One of the most obvious reasons that defines the importance of a language is the number of 

speakers. Even though some languages have relatively few native speakers, they can still be in 

the category of major languages (e.g. Swahili and Indonesian). This is because they are used as 

a second language (lingua franca) between individuals who do not share the same first language. 

Another important factor when classifying major languages is its cultural importance including 

its age and influence on cultural heritage, as with Latin and Sanskrit (Comrie, 2018).  

Languages that are spoken in the world today do not seem to originate from a common source. 

They have seemingly evolved from a number of distinct language families, the histories of 

which can be traced back a few thousand years. There is archaeological evidence which 

suggests that language had formed prior to that time, perhaps even 100,000 years in the past, 

but we have virtually no knowledge of what happened in this period of linguistic prehistory or 

about how language originated in the first place (O’Grady et al., 1997). 

Some languages sound more alike and are more related to one another than others. In the 18th 

century, a specific hypothesis was presented, according to which languages have some set of 

traits in common, which can be linked to their common ancestor. Up to this day this hypothesis 

still sets the foundation of research for language relatedness. However, over time, related 

languages become less and less similar. This is based on the fact that once two languages have 

“detached” from their common ancestor, they develop their own unique characteristics so that 

the cumulative effect on both shows increasing discrepancies (Comrie, 2018).  
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3 INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES 

Under this denomination, we group languages from the easternmost part (India) all the way to 

the westernmost (Europe) part of pre-colonial expansion. Languages are categorized into eleven 

groups, namely Indo-Iranian, Hellenic, Italic, Anatolian, Tocharian, Celtic, Germanic, 

Slavonic, Baltic, Armenian, and Albanian, where nine of them are still spoken today, while 

Anatolian and Tocharian are extinct (Comrie, 2018).   

In the following description, we will focus only on the language-family groups that were 

included in the empirical part of this Master’s thesis. 

3.1 Germanic languages 

The Germanic languages are divided into two bigger groups actively used today. The first group 

is North Germanic (also known as Scandinavian) with Danish, Norwegian, Swedish, Icelandic 

and Faroese. The second group of languages is West Germanic with English, German, Dutch 

and Frisian. Within the Germanic languages there is also a third group labelled as East 

Germanic with languages of the Goths, the Burgundians, the Vandals, the Gepids, and other 

tribes originating in Scandinavia, which have no active speakers. (Comrie, 2018). 

English is second to Chinese in terms of number of native speakers. There is quite a lot of 

variations because the English language is the official language in many countries (König & 

van der Auwera, 1994). Besides its use as a first and second language, English is quite often 

used as a lingua franca in scientific and technical publications. Universities all over the world 

rely on English as the principal medium in textbooks. Linguists expect further and dramatic 

changes in both written and spoken English, given the fact that constant changes in English 

vocabulary and English vowels are part of the frequent use of the language (Comrie, 2018). 

German is the official language in Austria, Germany, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg and 

Switzerland with 90 million users. Another four million active users live in Western European 

countries and in Eastern Europe. 18 million people use it as a foreign language and the 

popularity for learning the language is growing steadily. All users of German can master 

standard pronunciation, a great number of users can read and write standard orthography, but 

only a few of them use standard pronunciation in their day-to-day speech. Going from north to 

south, the German language is divided into three main areas of dialect – Lower German, Central 

German and Upper German (König & van der Auwera, 1994).  

Danes, Norwegians and Swedes can communicate with each other using their own language 

and actually understand each other. Because of some degree of mutual intelligibility between 

Danish, Norwegian and Swedish languages, some suggest they should exist as one language – 

Scandinavian. Such practice would hardly be correct as it neglects the social and political 

aspects of language development (Comrie, 2018). 

Norwegian is the only language in the group of modern Germanic languages with two literary 

accepted varieties of language. The first is called Bokmål ('book language') and the second is 

Nynorsk ('New Norwegian'). Bokmål is often used in the armed forces, on higher educational 

levels and in publishing, while Nynorsk is common in rural districts in southern Norway and in 

the decentralized districts along the coast in west Norway. The reason both versions are literary 

is the cultural history of the country and the political nature (König & van der Auwera, 1994). 

Swedish is the native language of 8 million speakers. Most of the native speakers live in 
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Sweden, whereas only 300,000 live in Finland. As far as the Swedish-speaking area is 

concerned, regional differences are far more evident than social variation. The central super-

regional norm from the Stockholm area has had the strongest social status and has spread to 

other parts especially in formal communication. Old Swedish dialects are still present in rural 

areas in the northern part of the country (König & van der Auwera, 1994).  

3.2 Romance languages 

Romance languages developed from the Italic branch of Indo-European languages, more 

specifically from Latin. Five national standard languages are recognized under Romance 

languages – Portuguese, Spanish, French, Italian and Romanian. Besides these, language status 

is also granted to Catalan, Occitan and Corsican (Comrie, 2018). 

French originates directly from Latin, which was spoken in Gaul in the period of the Roman 

Empire. When the empire crumbled, many larger dialects developed, but these dialects do not 

necessarily correspond to today's political or linguistic boundaries. Depending on the source, 

French was among the world's most important languages between the 11th and 18th centuries. 

While being an official language in 29 countries and one of the official languages of the UN, it 

is also the most popular second foreign language in the world (Comrie, 2018). 

Italian is the least homogeneous language of all Romance vernacular that has acquired a status 

of a national language. Dialects and regional variations play an important role in the language 

of the Italian Peninsula (Harris & Vincent, 1988).  

Spanish is the most widely spoken Romance language with an estimated 470 million native 

speakers and 90 million second language users. Despite this, there are many heterogeneous 

characteristics in the Spanish language and its range of variations rarely disturbs reciprocal 

intelligibility (Comrie, 2018). 

Catalan dialects are divided into two major groups: Western Catalan, with dialects of western 

Catalonia and the dialect of Valencia, and Eastern Catalan, which includes North Catalan, the 

dialects of eastern Catalonia, Balearic Catalan and algueres. The standard language is 

established on the dialect of eastern Catalonia, whereas the dialects of Valencia and Balearic 

Catalan are alternative forms (Harris & Vincent, 1988).  

Last in the group of Romance languages is Portuguese, the national language of Portugal and 

Brazil. It has spread far and wide, which is why two versions exist today, one is European 

Portuguese and the second version is Brazilian Portuguese (Harris & Vincent, 1988). 

Portuguese is estimated to be the sixth most widely spoken language. With 10 million native 

speakers in Portugal and over 200 million in Brazil (Comrie, 2018). 

3.3 Slavic (Slavonic) languages 

Slavonic languages are part of a Balto-Slavic branch of Indo-European languages (Renslow, 

2018). 

We can divide them into three big groups: South Slavonic (Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbo-

Croat and Slovene), West Slavonic (Czech, Slovak, Polish, Upper and Lower Sorbian- 

Lusatian) and East Slavonic (Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian/Belorussian). Slavonic 

languages are quite close to one another regarding their phonological and morphological 

structure, even more so than Romance languages (Comrie, 2018). 
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The Serbo-Croat area is an exceptional example of the rise of standard languages based on the 

mismatching different dialects. In the times of Yugoslavia, Serbo-Croat was the main language 

in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia. Although Slovenia and Macedonia 

had their own national language, many of them knew Serbo-Croat (Comrie, 2018). 

Polish with Cassubian and other extinct languages (once spoken in a part of north Germany) 

are all part of the West Slavonic languages, known as 'Lechitic'. Polish restored its position as 

the native language of the Polish state after the First World War. There is a total of about one 

per cent of national minorities in the country (Comrie, 2018). 

The main dialects of Russian are Northern, Central and Southern, with the standard language 

being based on the Central dialect. Dialectal differences in a large Russian-speaking area, either 

regional or social, are remarkably small and, as in many other countries, are declining with the 

spread of education (Comrie, 2018). 

Based on statistics, Czech and Slovak are nowhere near being major languages because of such 

a small number of native speakers. There are around 9.5 million native speakers of Czech and 

around 4.5 million native speakers of Slovak. Since these two languages shared a common state, 

they are traditionally held to be about 90% intelligible. Ever since their split, a great deal of 

their resemblance has been lost (Comrie, 2018) 

3.4 Baltic languages 

As a highly conservative branch of Indo-European languages, Baltic languages had an 

important role in Indo-European studies. The fact that many archaic features in Baltic are 

preserved, especially in morphology, many linguists believe these structures existed in Proto-

Indo-European. The only two Baltic languages left are Lithuanian and Latvian (Lettish), many 

others are extinct (Comrie, 2018). 

3.5 Uralic languages 

Uralic, also known under the name ‘Finno-Ugric’, is spoken throughout Northeastern Europe, 

Western Siberia, and in Hungary, the only country from Central Europe. In this group of 

languages, there is about 14 million Hungarian speakers, 5 million speakers of Finnish and 

about 1 million Estonian speakers. Relations between them are different; while Finnish and 

Estonian are very closely related, Finnish and Hungarian do not share that many similarities 

(Comrie, 2018). 

3.6 Finnic [Balto-Finnic] languages 

Finnic is a larger group of languages, which are present in the Republic of Finland (where they 

speak specifically Finnish), the Republic of Karelia (in the Russian Federation), Estonia, and 

on the borders of Russia and Latvia with Finland. Finnish and Hungarian, the other major 

Finno-Ugric languages, share rich vocalism, but there is still a lot of uncertainties regarding 

their historical separation (Comrie, 2018). 

3.7 Hungarian language 

Hungarian typologically differs from the vast majority of European languages. In the family of 

Uralic languages, Hungarian has the largest share of speakers. In contrast to Finnish, Hungarian 

does not bear much resemblance to any other language in the group. Hungarian is a part of a 
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subgroup of Ugric languages within the Uralic family, named Ob-Ugric, and it is radically 

different from any other language within the above-mentioned subgroup (Comrie, 2018). 
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4 LINGUISTICS 

Linguistics is the scientific study of language (Crystal, 2008) concerned with all aspects of it. 

It is empirically grounded, which means that it is based on actual language data that includes 

observation of language usage by speakers and their intuitions about their language. Therefore, 

linguistics is descriptive rather than prescriptive. Its main objective is the description of 

languages, their universal systematicity (and the mechanisms of human language acquisition 

capacities) as they are actually spoken and learned, indicating what they are like and what is 

their application like rather than prescribing how they should be spoken. In other words, 

linguistics is concerned with what has actually been said, not with what should have been 

(McGregor, 2009). 

Linguistics is in many instances categorized under humanities; however, it is also adjacent to 

sciences. Regarding humanities, it is linked to language history and philosophy as well as to 

ancient and modern languages. On the other hand, it is also linked to social sciences, including 

anthropology, archeology, psychology, and sociology. It is even linked to natural sciences, such 

as biology, physiology, physics, and mathematics, where the production and perception of 

speech are the most obvious examples (McGregor, 2009). 

When investigating linguistic competence, the main focus of linguists lies on the mental system, 

which enables human beings the formation and interpretation of words and sentences of their 

language. This system is known as grammar. It is divided into five components, namely, 

phonetics – the articulation and perceptions of speech sounds, phonology – the patterning of 

speech sounds, morphology – word formation, syntax – sentence formation, and semantics – 

the interpretation of words and sentences (O’Grady et al., 1997). 
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5 LANGUAGE FAMILIARITY 

Language familiarity may occur as a consequence of non-linguistic factors that have an effect 

on the understanding of a non-native language (Gooskens et al., 2018). One influential factor 

is previous experience with a particular non-native language, which affects the individual’s 

level of understanding. Another influential factor is the individual’s attitudes, either positive or 

negative, towards the particular non-native language and/or its speakers. Bahtina and ten Thije 

(2013) refer to this effect of a group of non-linguistic factors as acquired intelligibility.  

Some languages are so closely related and similar that the speakers of two different languages 

are capable of having a conversation in their own languages without prior language instruction. 

This enables the principle of receptive multilingualism. This is noticeable especially in speaker 

pairs of Danish and Swedish, Portuguese and Italian, Romanian and Spanish, Romanian and 

Italian, Italian and Spanish, Portuguese and Spanish, Polish and Slovak, Slovene and Croatian, 

and Czech and Slovak. However, asymmetry can occur in mutual intelligibility between closely 

related language pairs, e.g. Swedes understand Danish better than Danish understand Swedish 

and Slovenes understand Croatian better than Croats understand Slovene (Gooskens et al., 

2018). 

An individual may understand a related language because such languages are similar to one 

another to some extent. They share a large proportion of their vocabularies since their origin 

lies in a common ancestor language from which they branched. The word shapes may differ but 

these differences are often regular and the formal communalities between the cognate words 

can hardly be missed (Gooskens et al., 2018). Bahtina and ten Thije (2013) refer to the extent 

of mutual intelligibility at first encounter between genealogically related languages as inherited 

intelligibility, which is optimally evaluated between interactants who have been exposed to 

each other’s language for the first time. 

Familiar languages require less effort to process. Thus, they might be perceived as sounding 

more pleasant because they are easily recognized (Reiterer et al., 2020). 

Many languages used in the study by Reiterer et al. (2020) were familiar to the participants, e.g. 

German, French, and English had a 100% recognition rate, 93% for Italian, 78% for Spanish. 

On the other hand, Catalan, Icelandic, Danish, and Basque were barely recognized (below 

12%). Overall, participants found more pleasure in listening to the recognized languages 

(except for German) as they found them more beautiful, erotic and of a higher cultural status. 

Despite the positive effect of familiarity, several languages did not conform to this pattern. 

German, for example, was recognized by all participants but did not receive favorable ratings 

on Beauty, Eros, and Softness scales (only in Orderliness and Status), whereas an opposite trend 

was noticed in the unrecognizable Basque and Icelandic languages. Native languages or other 

closely related languages (the same linguistic family) were not automatically preferred as the 

familiarity with a foreign language seemed to be more influential. The more languages 

participants spoke, the more they enjoyed listening to foreign languages. The typological 

distance mattered in this regard, however – the more distant, yet more familiar languages were 

more welcome than less distant and less familiar ones. This sensitive balance between sounding 

a bit exotic yet familiar significantly correlated with phonaesthetical ratings on Culture-Status, 

Softness, and Eros scales. 
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6 SOCIOLINGUISTICS 

6.1 Inherent value hypothesis, imposed norm hypothesis, social connotation hypothesis 

People have developed strong ideas of how different languages sound like. It may be in terms 

of pleasantness, beauty, culture, orderliness, etc. In an attempt to explain these attitudes towards 

a language, Giles et al. (1974) proposed the inherent value hypothesis, where the focus lies on 

the intrinsic value of linguistic features of the target language, and the imposed norm hypothesis, 

where cultural norms are the pivot.  

The reasoning behind the inherent value hypothesis is that some languages are evaluated in a 

more positive manner than others because of their inherent properties, namely that they are 

more aesthetically pleasing, more correct, and more logical than others (Giles et al., 1974).  

The imposed norm hypothesis (Giles et al., 1974), on the other hand, denies these inherent 

properties and argues that the judgements of a language are based merely on non-linguistic 

factors, namely a person’s adopted stereotypical ideas about the language, e.g. the idea that 

Italian sounds beautiful and German does not. 

To extend the imposed norm hypothesis, Trudgill and Giles (1978) included social norms and 

formed the social connotations hypothesis. The reasoning behind this hypothesis is that 

individual experiences, which form individual social connotations, can affect language 

attitudes, e.g. if a person had had a negative encounter with a French speaker, then this person 

could, consequently, develop a negative attitude towards the French language and the other way 

around if the encounter had been pleasant. 

Boets and De Schutter (1977) also formed a hypothesis about the formation of language 

attitudes. In their study about Belgian Dutch regional dialects, they found a positive correlation 

between the aesthetic pleasantness of a dialect and its intelligibility. Dialects that were 

evaluated as beautiful were also evaluated as more intelligible. 

In a study of non-Greek-speaking English students judging standard and non-standard Greek, 

Giles et al. (1974) found no systematical differences in attitudes. Similar results were reported 

for evaluation varieties of French among non-French-speaking listeners from Wales (Giles, et 

al. 1974). These findings were interpreted as evidence against the inherent value hypothesis 

because they indicate that listeners without any experience with varieties of a language are not 

able to significantly distinguish between them. 

On the other hand, Ladegaard (1998) came to different conclusions, which he interpreted as 

negative evidence for the social connotation hypothesis. In his study, Danish participants 

listened to recordings of English language varieties. They had to identify where the speakers 

come from and evaluate the accents in terms of linguistic attractiveness, social attractiveness, 

competence, status, and personal integrity. The results showed that even though the majority of 

participants could not identify the English dialect’s origin, they were able to evaluate them 

similarly to native speakers. Those classifications reflected stereotypes about accents and their 

speakers as held in the English-speaking community. 

Schüppert et al. (2015) found that the evaluations of language are closely linked with the group 

of people who evaluate the language rather than with the properties of the evaluated language. 

Chand’s (2009) argument supports those findings, namely she explains that the language 

attitudes come from pre-existing cultural stereotypes, which are associated with the speakers of 
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those languages or linguistic varieties. Her point of view is that the global linguistic capital and 

the social authority of people who speak a certain language are the crucial factors in the 

determination of considered beauty. 
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7 PSYCHOLINGUISTICS 

Psycholinguistics is the study of the language-processing mechanism. Its focus lies on how the 

mind computes and represents words, sentences, and the meaning of discourse. It studies the 

composition of complex words and sentences in speech as well as their fragmentation into 

simpler elements during listening and reading, in other words, how the language is done 

(O’Grady et al., 1997). It is concerned with the processes that are involved in language 

production (e.g. speaking and writing), comprehension (e.g. listening and reading), and 

acquisition (McGregor, 2009). 

Language processing requires an internalized lexicon and grammar of a language, to which 

individuals have access in production and comprehension (McGregor, 2009). 

A key component of speech comprehension is the processing of sounds that reach the subject’s 

ears, which is not an insignificant task. The boundaries between the sounds and words in speech 

are hard to recognize as they seem rather indistinct. That is because speech sounds tend to form 

a continuous stream rather than a series of discrete sounds. The difficulty in processing also 

occurs from the large variations within the sound waves between speakers. The listener needs 

to filter out the differences in the acoustic signal that reaches their ears and recognize the same 

sentence in the distinct sound waves, while at the same time recognition of other equally small 

differences in the sound waves, which indicate different sentences, is required (McGregor, 

2009).  

Word recognition includes both bottom-up and top-down processing. While processing the 

incoming sound waves on a phoneme-by-phoneme basis, listeners also make use of the wider 

context to help with the identification of words. Another factor that influences the identification 

of words is word frequency. Words of high frequency are processed easier and quicker than 

words of low frequency and it is easier to identify them in noisy conditions. Furthermore, 

phonologically similar words tend to slow down the recognition of words due to interference 

(McGregor, 2009). 
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8 PHONETICS 

Phonetics is interested in the sounds of languages. Its main concerns are the position and motion 

of muscles and organs, the production of sound that travels through the air, and how the sound 

is processed when it gets to the listener. In other words, it studies how speech sounds are made, 

what they are composed of (e.g. the physics of sound waves), and how they are perceived. 

Phonetics can be divided into three primary divisions: articulatory phonetics, where the focus 

lies on the production of the sounds; acoustic phonetics, which is engaged in physical properties 

of the sound waves; and auditory phonetics, which is concerned with the perception of speech 

sounds (McGregor, 2009). 

In articulatory phonetics, where the speaker is pivotal, the sounds are described from the 

articulation’s point of view (e.g. open vowels, closed vowels, labial consonants, palatal 

consonants). In the broader sense, the term articulatory phonetics may include phonation, 

although in the narrow sense, articulation is noticeably different from phonation 

(Hammarström, 1984). 

In acoustic phonetics, referring to the air, the focus lies on air pressure variations and sound 

waves, where the form in which they appear between the speaker and the listener is studied 

(Hammarström, 1984). Acoustic phonetics postulate that there is a limited number of distinctive 

phonetic units in spoken language and that those units are broadly characterized by different 

properties, which are manifested in the speech signal or its spectrum over time. Despite the fact 

that the acoustic properties of phonetics units are highly variable between speakers and adjacent 

phonetic units (the coarticulation of sounds), it is assumed that the rules which govern the 

variability are not complicated and can be learned and applied quickly in practical situations 

(Rabiner & Juang, 1993). 

Auditory phonetics focus on the listener, more specifically, it studies the impressions that are 

made by the sound. It is the most suitable and common way of studying speech sounds. The 

belief that auditory specifications are subjective and approximate, that the sounds which cause 

the impressions must be acoustically specified, that, in general, more exact measurements are 

preferred, is incorrect. An auditory description represents a sufficient, well-reasoned, and 

important description of the sound system of a lect, without the necessity for articulatory or 

acoustic considerations (Hammarström, 1984). 

Commonly, articulatory terms are used for auditory impressions. Nevertheless, it is important 

to have a full set of terms for each of the three kinds of descriptions (Hammarström, 1984). 

Table 1 

 

Translations of terms for articulation, acoustics, and audition 

Articulation Acoustics Audition 

Frequency of vocal cords Fundamenatal frequecy Pitch 

Force of articulation Intensity Loudness 

Form of vocal tract Spectrum Quality 

Duration Duration Length 

Adapted from Hammarström, G. (1984). Articulatory, acoustic or auditory description? STUF 

- Language Typology and Universals, 37(1–6), 309–320. doi:10.1524/stuf.1984.37.16.309 
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9 ACOUSTICS 

9.1 Voice 

The human voice is the sound produced using the lungs and the vocal folds in the larynx, or 

voice box. Voice is generated by airflow from the lungs as the vocal folds are brought close 

together. When air is pushed past the vocal folds with sufficient pressure, the vocal folds vibrate 

(Perrachione et al., 2019). Being repeatedly opened by subglottal pressure and closed by the 

elastic tension of the vocalis muscle, the vocal folds convert the aerodynamic energy generated 

by the lungs into acoustic energy in the form of a complex periodic wave (Johnson, 2012). The 

oscillating air puffs travel up the vocal tract and out the mouth and nose. The audible perceptual 

characteristics of the voice – pitch, loudness, and quality – are defined by the air pressure from 

the lungs, the tension of muscles within and external to the larynx, the biomechanical properties 

of the vocal folds, and the shape of the vocal tract above the vocal folds (Behrman, 2021). The 

repetition of the waveform per second determines the voice’s fundamental frequency (Johnson, 

2012). The human voice is an auditory stimulus of great complexity. It conveys different 

information about a speaker, most prominently their identity and their linguistic message. 

Voices are ever-present communicative and social signals (Perrachione et al., 2019). 

9.1.1 Acoustic parameters 

Fundamental frequency is the base frequency of a voice, which is determined by the rate of 

opening and closing of the vocal folds. It is the physical correlate of the perceptual quality of 

pitch (McRoberts, 2008). 

The average fundamental frequency at which we speak is called the mean speaking fundamental 

frequency. The mean speaking fundamental frequency and its range are greatly affected by 

linguistic factors, such as the content of speech, and emotional states, such as excitedness or 

nervousness (Behrman, 2021). 

The human voice is capable of a wider range of frequencies than those that are used in everyday 

conversations. We tend to use a relatively small range of frequencies toward the lower end of 

our range. While speaking normally, men will most commonly speak in a fundamental 

frequency range between 80 and 150 Hz, whereas women between 150 and 250 Hz (Behrman, 

2021). Traunmüller and Eriksson (2000) reported that the typical average fundamental 

frequency is around 120 Hz for men and 210 Hz for women. Coleman and Markham (1991) 

found a variation in mean speaking fundamental frequency within individual subjects while 

reading, averaging roughly three semitones. 

Pitch represents the perceptual correlate of a certain physical characteristic of an acoustic 

waveform, periodicity. As a form of pitch-evoking sound, a harmonic complex tone is 

commonly considered. Its periodic waveform repeats at a rate analogous to the fundamental 

frequency. Like the fundamental frequency, it can be decomposed into sinusoidal harmonics or 

overtones, which represent frequencies that are integer multiples of the fundamental frequency. 

The relative amplitudes of the harmonics within a complex tone have a significant effect on 

sound quality (timbre) of a sound. In general, if two tones share the same fundamental 

frequency, they have the same pitch as well, despite the differences in timbre and/or loudness 

(Oxenham, 2012). 

Alongside loudness and timbre, pitch is one of the primary auditory sensations. In speech, the 

variation of pitch contours is a key component of prosody, whereas in music, sequences of pitch 
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define melody, and concurrent combinations of pitch define harmony. In tone languages, the 

meaning of words depends on pitch contours (Oxenham, 2012). 

Pitch is often treated as a perceptual dimension that is unrelated to others, such as loudness and 

timbre (Oxenham, 2012). However, Vershuure and Meeteren (1975) found small effects of 

stimulus intensity on pitch perception. Moreover, McDermott et al. (2008) reported that 

listeners were able to perceive contours, the pattern of rising and falling that has conventionally 

been considered specific to pitch, for pitch, loudness and timbre, and were able to compare 

contours across perceptual dimensions, which indicates a common underlying representation. 

Jitter is the term for short-term fundamental frequency perturbation (cycle-to-cycle) and 

represents the non-volitional variability in the fundamental frequency. It is measured during 

sustained, steady-state vowel phonation because the fundamental frequency is affected by the 

production of consonants and by the change in vowels (Behrman, 2021). 

Shimmer is the term for short-term amplitude variability of the acoustic waveform. Like jitter, 

shimmer is measured during a sustained vowel phonation because the production of consonants 

affects intensity and volitional changes in the dynamic intensity range (Behrman, 2021). 

Roughness represents an estimation of sensory dissonance, related to the beating phenomenon, 

whenever two sinusoids have a slightly different frequency. If roughness is greater, sounds feel 

harsher (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007) and indicate more amplitude modulations in short 

periods of time. 

With a Fourier analysis of the voicing waveform, we get a power spectrum, where the 

component frequencies and their amplitudes are visible. The fundamental frequency is the peak 

with the lowest frequency in the spectrum, whereas the other components (peaks) represent 

integer multiples of the fundamental frequency, the so-called harmonics (Johnson, 2012). 

Figure 1 

 

A power spectrum of the vocal cord vibration, where the first harmonic, which has the the 

same frequency as the fundamental frequency of voicing, occurs at 150 Hz and, therefore, the 

tenth harmonic occurs at 1500 Hz 

 
Johnson, K. (2012). Acoustic and auditory phonetics (3rd ed.). Wiley-Blackwell.  

Amplitudes of the first and second harmonics are associated with phonation type, namely a 
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breathy voice tends to have a higher amplitude of the first harmonic, whereas in a creaky voice, 

the amplitude of the second harmonic is higher (Johnson, 2012). 

Figure 2 

 

Power spectra of creaky, modal and breathy voice 

 
Johnson, K. (2012). Acoustic and auditory phonetics (3rd ed.). Wiley-Blackwell.  

Inharmonicity represents the amount of partials that are not integer multiples of the fundamental 

frequency (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007). If inharmonicity is greater, there is a lesser proportion 

of harmonics and more noise in a sound. 

Event density represents the average frequency of events in a selected time window (Lartillot 

& Toiviainen, 2007). A greater event density means that amplitudes change more. 

Harmonic-percussive ratio is the ratio between energy in harmonics and percussive energy 

(Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007). Greater values mean higher proportions of harmonic energy 

than percussive energy in a sound. 

Spectral centroid represents a description of the shape of a distribution in the sound wave. It 

tells us around which frequencies the sound energy is centered (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007) 

and divides the spectrum into two equal parts. 

2–4 kHz frequency band energy represents a frequency area, to which the human ear is most 

sensitive (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007). Voices with a lot of energy in this frequency band tend 

to be less pleasant. 

Goy et al. (2013) found that the differences in acoustic qualities of the voice between younger 

and older speakers are not that extensive, but the variation in acoustic characteristics tends to 

be larger in older adults, where voice measurements hold more extreme values in comparison 

to those of younger adults. 
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9.1.2 Voice evaluations 

We can ascribe different qualities to a voice, or more precisely, we can make a rough evaluation 

about our perception of the voice, whether it sounds pleasant or not, or something in between. 

Listeners have the ability to judge a voice and to evaluate it based on its aesthetic properties 

(Babel & McGuire, 2014). 

Collins and Missing (2003) researched female vocal attractiveness. They found out that female 

voices with higher fundamental frequencies were evaluated as more attractive as well as that 

they were attributed to younger women. In their study of voice attractiveness dependency on 

stereotypicality and perception fluency, Babel and McGuire (2014) found no differences 

between female and male listeners in female voice attractiveness evaluations. They came to the 

conclusion that the perception of voice attractiveness is more affected by stereotypicality, a 

type of culturally assumed averageness, than by perceptual fluency, a type of averageness 

acquired from experience in processing voices. In a study conducted by Borkowska and 

Pawlowski (2011), they were investigating how pitch in female voices affects the perception of 

dominance and attractiveness of the voice, where the recordings of vowels A, E, I, O, and U 

were used. They showed that both female and male participants assessed female voices with 

lower fundamental frequency as more dominant. Moreover, they found a linear relationship 

between the fundamental frequencies in female voices and the assessments of dominance. The 

results also showed that women tend to be more discriminative than men when evaluating 

dominance from the voice. Furthermore, they found a positive correlation between the 

fundamental frequency in a female voice and attractiveness ratings, which is congruent with 

previous findings (Collins & Missing, 2003; Feinberg et al., 2008). However, this was only for 

a limited range (from 185 Hz to 262 Hz). Voices with very high fundamental frequencies were 

evaluated less and less attractive with each increase of the fundamental frequency. 

Bruckert et al. (2006) found that women tend to prefer voices with rising pitch. They came to 

the conclusion that the evaluations of voice pleasantness were based predominantly on 

intonation. Feinberg et al. (2008) came to different results, where men’s ratings for increasing 

pitch in female voices were higher, but this wasn’t true for women, whose preferences did not 

differ for average and high voice pitch. Zuta (2009) found that the evaluations of pleasantness 

of female voices were independent of voice pitch for both genders of listeners. Furthermore, 

the results indicated that male listeners were not able to properly assign the description of 

fundamental frequency (high, average, low) to female voices. Moreover, the voice pleasantness 

evaluations showed that men preferred voices, which by their estimation belonged to younger 

women. The actual fundamental frequency in the voice was not significant in that manner. She 

concluded that men may be susceptible to a cliché that higher sounding voices belong to 

younger women, but do not necessarily prefer high-pitched voices, rather their preferences lie 

in younger estimated age. For female listeners, Zuta (2009) found no significant differences in 

the evaluations of female voices, but they evaluated voices with average and lower fundamental 

frequencies as somewhat more pleasant than those with higher ones. 

Malarski and Jekiel (2018) investigated the effect of average pitch and pitch range in different 

English accents based on aesthetic judgments of the voice. They used recordings of male native 

speakers of English from five different locations (Brighton, Manchester, New Jersey, 

Edmonton, and Perth), two from each location. There were no significant differences in pitch 

ranges between the speakers’ voices, however, there was a considerably wide interspeaker 

variation for the New Jersey and Manchester accents. For the New Jersey accent, there was also 

an interspeaker variation for pitch range. The voices were evaluated by Polish proficient 

speakers of English, who used English on a daily basis. The authors found that participants 
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evaluated voices with a wider pitch range as more friendly than those with a narrow one, 

whereas the average pitch affected the perception of voice attractiveness and self-confidence. 

Male participants assessed voices with lower average pitch as more attractive and prestige, 

whereas female participants did not have such tendencies. Moreover, participants who had 

spent time abroad in an English-speaking country rated the accents in a more categorical way, 

where Brighton and New Jersey accents were higher rated on all four scales (attractiveness, 

friendliness, prestige, self-confidence), which may be due to the fact that these accents are 

similar to General British and General American accents that are commonly used as EFL 

materials and are, consequently, more familiar to the listeners than other accents. 

In a study conducted by Wagner and Braun (2003), where they used audio recordings of the 

fable “The North Wind and the Sun” in German, Italian, and Polish language, they looked into 

the stereotypes that speakers of these languages sound either rougher (Italian) or clearer 

(Polish) than some other language groups. The examined acoustic parameters (fundamental 

frequency, harmonics-to-noise ratio, shimmer, and jitter) of voices correlated with the psycho-

acoustic impression of roughness in voice. Furthermore, the predominance of different acoustic 

parameters in the voices of speakers of different languages has been demonstrated. Mennen 

et al. (2012) came to similar conclusions when they had found significant cross-linguistical 

differences in the fundamental frequency range. 

Reiterer et al. (2020) found that voice likability ratings significantly correlated with factors 

Beauty, Status/Culture, Eros, and Orderliness. The higher the voice rating, the higher the 

ratings for the mentioned factors. The speaker’s voice seemed to be a nuisance variable that 

strongly confounded the language ratings because the likability ratings were significantly 

different between female and male voices, with a preference for female over male speakers. 

The top-rated voices were French, English, Croatian, Italian, and Catalan, whereby the first four 

featured female speakers. The lowest voice ratings were given to Danish, Greek, Welsh, Polish, 

and German, with Greek, Welsh, and German being spoken by male voices. The listeners’ 

gender, age, level of education, and time spent in other countries did not have any effect on 

likability ratings. 

9.2 Speech 

Speech describes how we say words and the way we include different sounds. It consists of 

three components – articulation, voice, and fluency. Speech is the primary medium for 

language. With the exception of sign language and some dead languages, most natural human 

languages are mainly spoken. We produce and hear more words in speech than in writing and 

spend more time talking than reading and writing (McGregor, 2009). 

Connected speech, such as the reading of a text or a speaking task with the intention of eliciting 

semi-spontaneous speech, is typically considered representative of a speaker’s voice as used 

outside a recording situation. Therefore, audio recordings of text readings can be used for 

measuring the fundamental frequency in a human voice (Iwarsson et al., 2019). 

May it be connected speech or a sustained vowel, waveforms of natural speech differ from one 

pitch period to another. Together with fluctuations of the pitch period, this makes the human 

voice sound natural (Kuwabara & Takagi, 1991).  

9.2.1 Speech perception 

Speech perception is a process in which we hear, interpret, and understand sounds of different 
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languages. In other words, it refers to the ability to perceive linguistic structure in the acoustic 

speech signal (McRoberts, 2008) that is shaped by an individual’s phonetic and linguistic 

knowledge (Johnson, 2012). 

Speech perception starts with the sound signal and the process of audition. Right after we 

process the introductory audio signal, the sounds of speech are additionally processed to excerpt 

acoustic cues and phonetic information. This speech information can be used for higher-level 

language processes, such as word recognition. Speech perception is not equivalent to language 

comprehension, but it is a part of it (Poeppel, 2015).  

Kent (1997) grouped speech perception theories by their general attributes. In the bottom-up 

theories, the acoustic signal represents information of the utmost importance that is also 

sufficient for perceptual recognition. The link between the received information and perceptual 

recognition is direct. This perspective is referred to as data-driven because the data acquired 

from the acoustic signal directs the speech perception of a listener. In the top-down theories, 

the information from the acoustic signal does not suffice for perceptual recognition, therefore, 

higher-level information from contextual, linguistic, and cognitive cues is required for accurate 

speech perception. Active theories highlight the cognitive role in perception. In this perspective, 

the formation and testing of hypotheses about phonetic or linguistic interpretation of the 

information in acoustic signal is important. Passive theories, on the other hand, presume a more 

automatic perceptual response, where cognitive processing is less important. In autonomous 

theories, perceptual processing occurs without requiring external data (e.g. general knowledge). 

On the other hand, interactive theories postulate that perceptual processing accesses not just the 

information from the acoustic signal, but the external data as well. 

Differences in speech perception can occur due to acoustical features of the speech, but also 

due to personal characteristics of the listeners. Listeners differ from each other in terms of their 

hearing abilities and social experience (Goy et al., 2016). Attention is also important because 

listeners may focus on the sounds of speech and notice phonetic details about pronunciation, 

which are often not noticed in normal speech communication (Johnson, 2012).  

Vongpaisal and Pichora-Fuller (2007) reported that younger listeners evaluated speech samples 

of younger and older speakers differently than older listeners. Those differences might partly 

occur because of age-related changes in the auditory system, thus affecting the listeners’ 

perception of speech. One such change is an age-related increase of fundamental frequency 

differences threshold, which can have a negative effect on concurrent vowel perception. Due to 

age-related auditory changes, listener of different age groups may use different types of acoustic 

information for evaluating speech (Goy et al., 2016). 

In a study (Goy et al., 2016), speech and voice samples produced by younger and older speakers 

were rated by younger and older listeners on a variety of perceptual scales. They confirmed 

their hypothesis that without the activation of negative age-related stereotypes, the listeners will 

give similar ratings for both groups, which suggests that there were no reliable acoustic bases 

for the two age groups or that the results of past studies about age-related differences in speech 

perception were affected by influential factors, such as prior knowledge of the speakers’ age 

and the activation of negative ageist stereotypes. There was no significant correlation between 

speech quality and perceived age. Another possible explanation was the application of read 

speech samples rather than spontaneous speech. Generally, read speech has less pauses and 

different stress patterns (Howell & Kadi-Hanifi, 1991) and a lower articulation rate (Laan, 

1997). It is possible that age-related differences are less prominent during reading than in 

spontaneous speech because reading is a more inhibited process (Goy et al., 2016). 
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10 AESTHETICS 

The field of aesthetics focuses not just on the features of objects that make them beautiful, but 

also on how we react to these features and how the properties of the human mind make these 

reactions possible. It attempts to characterize the judgements of objects and its ascription of 

value to objects by these judgements. There is an assumption in the concept of aesthetics, 

namely that there are special kind of experiences or sets of properties, about which we make a 

distinctive kind of judgement, where we ascribe a peculiar value. By accepting this assumption, 

we can explore aesthetic experiences, aesthetic properties, aesthetic judgements, and aesthetic 

values wherever they occur (Stecker, 2010). 

Aesthetic judgements are partly affected by the processing dynamics which are linked with 

object perception, namely, more fluently processed objects are perceived as being more 

beautiful or likeable (Reber et al., 2004). In this regard, more typical objects require less effort 

to process because we have more experience with their characteristics and this perceptual 

fluency translates into greater aesthetic pleasure (Babel & McGuire, 2014).  

10.1 Aesthetic experience 

10.1.1 Aesthetic experience and pleasure: a Kantian conception 

Pleasure is a defining aspect in some formations of aesthetic experience. Aesthetic experience 

represents a particular type of pleasurable experience. Positive aesthetic experiences are 

pleasing, whereas negative aesthetic experiences are not pleasurable. Some things are perceived 

as aesthetically good, some aesthetically bad, and some seem indifferent. We experience all 

three types, so the only matter in question seems to be whether we call the experiences of the 

indifferent and of the bad, through which we judge these things, aesthetic experiences (Stecker, 

2010). 

One compelling, complex, and very influential characterization of aesthetic experience derives 

from Kant’s (Kant, 1790, in Stecker, 2010) perspective on aesthetic judgements. He thought 

that four features are crucial to differentiate such judgements from others with which they might 

be confused. Firstly, aesthetic judgements are based on a felt response of pleasure rather than 

the application of a concept or a rule, thus they are subjective. Secondly, one should consider 

the state of universality, which is the implicit claim that other people should respond or judge 

them in a similar manner. Thirdly, these judgements are not biased, which means that the 

response is independent of material, cognitive, or moral advantage. Here, the experience is 

important, so pleasure does not depend on the existence of the object. Finally, the judgment is 

a combination of senses, intellect, and imagination. Aesthetic judgements thus differ from a 

number of other judgements. For example, judgements of agreeableness are also subjective, but 

unlike aesthetic judgements, do not claim universality, neither are they unbiased, and the 

pleasure occurs just because of the senses. Cognitive judgements have the state of universality, 

but do not represent a subjective response to an object.  

We can explain the Kantian aesthetic experience with an example of an experience that comes 

when listening to a music piece. While listening, we desire nothing beyond the sole experience. 

This experience is one whose focus lies on an object, the music, rather than one that launches 

from the music to whatever images or thoughts it brings to mind. It is an experience where 

beside the sense of hearing, the intellect and imagination also participate. We hear the sounds 

in connection to what preceded them and make expectations about what will follow. In these 

connections, we are looking for coherence, but not serving some further purpose, such as 
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delivering some sort of a message, rather a simple one, the coherence as a structure of sounds 

that bring pleasure (Stecker, 2010). 

However, Stecker (2010) argues that our aesthetic experiences are saturated with cognition and 

they cannot emerge in the way they do without cognitive judgments being imbedded into the 

aesthetic judgements. Furthermore, aesthetic experiences involve way more cognition of the 

object of the experience and can bring pleasure just by pleasing one or more senses, without the 

need to strongly include other mental powers, such as imagination and intellect. 

10.1.2 Object-directed sensuous pleasure 

A common experience might arise from the look or sound of an object, namely that we find it 

appealing or unappealing. Here, the context is important, where in one, we are engaged in a 

practical pursuit, or in one, we are taking in the sights and the sounds for their own sake 

(Stecker, 2010). When we concentrate on the sound rather than the fact that it is produced by 

an instrument or that it is composed of different tones, which sequence forms a melody, we can 

say that we are focusing on the artifact’s aesthetics. When we start inspecting separate elements 

piece by piece, the impression created at that moment by those elements in a particular loudness 

and background noise, we do not say that we are focusing on the aesthetics of the sound, but 

nevertheless, we could still count this as an aesthetic experience. This view is not completely 

incoherent with the Kantian view, where the raw material for aesthetic experiences comes from 

the senses. It does not disregard the fact that aesthetic experiences can be cognitively 

demanding, but it stresses something that the Kantian view ignores, namely the sensuous 

pleasure of the experience. This view thus emphasizes the idea that not just the cognitive 

faculties, but also our senses are stimulated. It distinguishes between a mere pleasant sensation, 

and pleasure obtained from the discrimination of the perceptible characteristics of the object of 

the experience (Stecker, 2010). 

The sort of interest taken in a particular element of a sound, as described above, is an interest 

in its phenomenal appearance or appearance-of-the-moment. This appearance is not permanent 

because it is the result of the joint action of the properties of the object, properties of the 

medium, and the momentary state of the perceiver. There is also a cognitive challenge in 

noticing phenomenal appearance, namely one has to accurately discriminate among the 

properties of the perceptual field and overcome the habit of perceiving in terms of broad 

classificatory categories (Stecker, 2010). 

10.1.3 The two-level conception 

The two-level conception (Levinson, 1996) proposes that the aesthetic experience is an 

experience that results from the attention to formal, sensuous, and meaning properties of an 

object, which are valued for their own sake. Furthermore, this conception includes the 

interrelations of these properties as well as their emergence from a specific set of basic 

perceptual characteristics. The term “object” is used in a broad manner and includes whatever 

can be appreciated, from views to environment. Some items have formal properties, some 

natural meanings in the sense of causal connections, and some cultural significance. 

Furthermore, we can add structural or etiological characteristics. This conception of aesthetic 

experiences describes several features of the aesthetic appreciation of nature, namely the 

significance of fine observation and the knowledge of perceptible characteristics, the possibility 

of appreciation being amplified by additional knowledge, and the changeable significance of 

aesthetic properties (Stecker, 2010). 
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10.1.4 Aesthetic experience as attention to aesthetic properties 

Aesthetic experience may emerge simply due to the attention to the aesthetic properties of 

objects. This would mean that it arises in the perceptual cognition of these properties, 

independently of our interests, the appreciation we feel, or the value found in them. This 

conception is purely content-oriented. It is inclusive and portrays aesthetic experiences directly 

to the attention to aesthetic properties, which makes it simple and tidy (Stecker, 2010). 

Aesthetic properties can also fall under the category of response-dependent properties, which 

means that their existence is dependent on the state of the object that they belong to as well as 

on the individual’s attitude and reaction towards the object. However, one may have beliefs or 

knowledge of aesthetic properties of a certain object, but when the object is perceived, the 

aesthetic experience might not necessarily emerge (Stecker, 2010). 

10.2 Aesthetic properties 

Under the definition of aesthetic properties, Goldman (1995) combines properties with general 

value in our all-embracing aesthetic evaluations, properties with specific value, where we ask 

ourselves how and why something the ascribed general evaluation is justified, and properties 

whose nature is purely descriptive because they appear at more basic levels of the how and why 

explanations. His view presupposes an ideal observer who has the ability to finely discriminate, 

possesses background knowledge, is familiar with the appreciated type of object, is not biased, 

and is able to see connections and infer. 

Each type of property is response-dependent, but each one in a particular way. An object is 

perceived as aesthetical (e.g. beautiful, excellent) if its perceiver experiences a great amount of 

satisfaction based on the perception or imaginative awareness of the object’s form, qualities, or 

meanings. We talk about a specific-value property when the perceiver reacts with satisfaction 

or dissatisfaction on perceived features, where the descriptive content of the specific-value 

property is identified by these features. Purely descriptive aesthetic properties will not elicit any 

reaction in terms of positive or negative in perceivers, rather a reaction that is neutral to a value 

(Stecker, 2010).  

Eaton (2001) argues that aesthetic properties are intrinsic and non-relational. In her view, 

response-dependent properties are relational, which is why intrinsic properties cannot be 

response-dependent. Direct inspection, e.g. the perception of the object, is the key indicator that 

an object has intrinsic properties, therefore, aesthetic properties are typically, but not 

exclusively, accessible by direct inspection. She does not exclude the possibility to just learn 

that kind of fact. If we consider epistemology as the main criteria of an intrinsic property, this 

does not necessarily mean that the properties are generally not relational or particularly not 

dependent on the response.  

Levinson (2005) claims that aesthetic properties have higher-order ways of appearing. This 

means that a higher-order property becomes apparent in an object on the basis of other 

properties of the same type. A way of appearing is for some a disposition to look, hear, or feel 

in a particular manner (Stecker, 2010). However, Levinson (2005) argues that we cannot equate 

response-dependent properties or dispositions to a way of appearing because we can directly 

perceive ways of appearing, whereas the existence of a disposition can only be inferred. This 

direct perception may be a consequence of the interaction between dispositional properties of 

an object, environmental factors, and the sensorial capabilities of the perceiver (Stecker, 2010). 
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There are three views that fall under the antirealism perspective, whose main claim denies the 

existence of aesthetic properties. One of them is subjectivism, which claims that assertions, that 

may be true or false, about aesthetic experiences are being made rather than about aesthetic 

objects. The next one is expressivism, which claims that there are no assertions about the object 

nor the experience, but one is expressing attitudes towards the objects or experiences. The third 

position is relativism, which does not disagree with the existence of judgments about the objects 

of experience, but claims that if these judgments are true, they must be relative to sensibilities 

that vary between different groups of people (Stecker, 2010). 
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11 PHONAESTHETICS 

Crystal (2001) defined phonaesthetics as the study of aesthetic properties of sound, especially 

the sound symbolism attributable to individual sounds, sound clusters and sound types. It is a 

subfield of phonetics that is concerned with the aesthetic properties of speech sounds (Crystal, 

2008).  

11.1 Acoustic properties of sound patterns 

Crystal (1995) examined aesthetic phonetic universals, structured patterns of speech sounds 

that exist in most of the natural languages (e.g. specific segments and segmental sequences, 

syllabic structure, and ratio between consonants and vowels), in the English language. He 

analyzed sounds and stress patterns in beautiful-sounding words. In the most beautiful words, 

consonants /l/ and /m/ occurred most frequently, while there were few consonant clusters. 

Important factors were also gliding vowels in the articulation, which enabled a continuous 

transition from one position to another, as well as stress on the first syllable. Deutscher (2010) 

made a similar statement, namely that consonant clusters may be perceived as unpleasant, 

especially to speakers who are not familiar with certain sound combinations. Furthermore, less 

pleasant sounds are perceived as such due to lesser familiarity. Blevins (1995) showed that a 

syllable consisting of a consonant and a vowel is an utter universal for natural languages. Given 

the universality, it is not surprising that this syllable structure is the first one produced by infants 

(Oller, 2000). In contrast to the consonant-vowel structure of syllables, consonant clusters do 

not appear that commonly across languages (Rabanus, 2003).  The perception of natural 

languages that incorporate more phonetic universals might be more favorable and, 

consequently, likeable (Reiterer et al., 2020). 

11.2 Phonaesthetical perception of languages 

Reiterer et al. (2020) measured the participants’ phonaesthetical preferences for 16 different 

European languages with Semantic Differential scales. They had a set of 22 pairs of opposite 

descriptors for starting dimensions: Beauty, Coolness, Culture, Elegance, Eroticism, Fashion, 

Fun, Generosity, Importance, Intelligence, Melody, Memorability, Orderliness, Pleasantness, 

Romanticism, Seductiveness, Sexiness, Softness, Status, Sweetness, Wealth, and 

Welcomingness. They also included scales for Familiarity with the language and Voice 

likeability. They ran an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) for dimension reduction because 

some dimensions were overlapping and highly correlated. They identified four components, 

which explained 25%, 25%, 22%, and 10% of the variance, but the last component was further 

separated because of a difference in quality (see below). The first component, named Beauty, 

consisted of Beauty, Melody, Fun, Memorability, Welcomingness, Generosity, and 

Pleasantness. The second component, named Culture-Status, consisted of Culture, Status, 

Intelligence, Wealth, Importance, Fashion, Elegance, and Coolness. The third component, 

named Eros, consisted of Sexiness, Eroticism, Seductiveness, and Romanticism. These 

components were composed of adjectives that are similar on a semantic level in everyday 

language. The fourth component contained three higher-loading adjectives, where two, 

Sweetness and Softness, fitted into one concept and Orderliness into another. Thus, Orderliness 

was separated and became treated as a quasi-component. Further analyses were made on the 

five components, Beauty, Culture-Status, Eros, Softness, and Orderliness. French, English, 

Italian, Spanish, and Catalan were rated the highest in terms of Grand average, whereas Danish, 

Greek, Hungarian, Polish, and Welsh were the lowest rated. In terms of Beauty, French and 

English were the favorites, whereas Danish, Greek, Polish, German, and Welsh the opposite. 

In terms of Culture-Status, English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish scored the highest, 
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whereas Croatian, Greek, Hungarian, Polish, and Welsh were on the lower end. English, 

German, Ukrainian, Icelandic, and Russian were assessed as the most orderly languages, 

whereas the least were Danish, Hungarian, Welsh, Greek, and Basque. On the Eros factor scale, 

French got the highest rates, followed by Spanish, Italian, Catalan, English, and Basque, 

whereas Ukrainian, Polish, Hungarian, Danish, German, and Welsh were rated the least 

favorite. In terms of Softness, they got similar results, where French was the highest rated and 

German the lowest.  

Kogan and Reiterer (2021) expanded the former study (Reiterer et al., 2020) and investigated 

how pitch modulation affects the phonaesthetical perception of a language. They found that the 

phonaesthetical perception of a language is more erotic if the speech is flatter (low pitch 

modulation) and the tempo is faster.  

There are two goals of this Master’s thesis. One is to replicate the previous results for 

phonaesthetical perception (Reiterer et al., 2020) on a different sample, and the other is to 

improve the understanding of phonaesthetical perception through the acoustic perspective by 

examining how different acoustic features of the human voice affect phonaesthetical perception 

of foreign languages. This research includes the anthropological aspect of language (differences 

in phonaesthetical perception between genders) with methods derived from the fields of 

linguistics and psycholinguistics (materials), acoustics and psychoacoustics analysis and 

perception of voice. The topic has potential practical implications in the fields of teaching and 

learning of foreign languages, in the entertainment industry, and in advertising due to the 

specific interactions of acoustic parameters in voice and language phonaesthetics. 

The hypotheses are that (1) languages of the same language family group as the participants’ 

native language will be evaluated lower than the languages of other language family groups for 

all phonaesthetical components; (2) there will be no differences between genders in the 

phonaesthetical perception of foreign languages; and (3) the average fundamental frequency in 

voice and its standard deviation will influence phonaesthetical perception. To my knowledge, 

the last hypothesis, has not been the subject of a lot of research which would inspect the 

influence of acoustic parameters (other than fundamental frequency, jitter, shimmer, and 

harmonics-to-noise ratio) in voice on the perception of languages; therefore, other acoustic 

parameters (event density, inharmonicity, roughness, spectral centroid, harmonic-percussive 

ratio, 2–4 kHz frequency band energy) will be included and their effects examined. 
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12 METHOD 

The research is based on empirical methodology. A quantitative method of research was 

applied, more specifically, a descriptive causal non-experimental method. 

12.1 Participants 

There were 60 Slovenian participants in this study, 30 females and 30 males, aged 18 to 61 (M 

= 32, 30; SD = 11.30). Their education ranged from finished primary school a to Master’s 

degree. On average, they spoke 2.6 foreign languages with different proficiencies. The most 

commonly spoken foreign language was English, which was spoken by 59 participants. Second 

was German (n = 44), followed by Croatian (n = 26), Italian and Spanish (n = 8), French (n = 

5), Czech, Dutch, Polish, Portuguese, and Russian (n = 1). Participants had to e-sign an 

informed consent in order to participate. 

12.2 Materials 

12.2.1 Online platform for research 

For the task, an online platform for research (https://gorilla.sc) was used. Thus, participants did 

the task in an uncontrolled environment. 

12.2.2 Recordings 

The primary stimuli were recordings of readings of the fable “The North Wind and the Sun” in 

16 different European languages (Catalan, French, Italian, Portuguese, English, German, 

Norwegian, Swedish, Croatian, Czech, Polish, Russian, Estonian, Finnish, Hungarian, and 

Latvian). The readings were recorded in a stereo .wav format (44.1 kHz sampling rate, 16 bits 

per sample). A Bessel high-pass filter with the cutoff frequency at 100 Hz was applied to the 

recordings and a loudness normalization to -3 dB. The recordings were later compressed to a 

mono .mp3 format due to the online platform limitations, which had fluency issues with the 

.wav format. For each language, two different female voices were recorded which differed in 

acoustic parameters. The recordings are part of a research database, which belongs to the 

research conducted by Dr. Susanne M. Reiterer. 

12.2.3 Demographics and language background questionnaires 

A demographics questionnaire was used, where participants had to fill in their age, gender, 

nationality, last completed education, and used audio output device (headphones/earphones or 

speakers). 

12.2.4 Phonaesthetical evaluations 

9-level Likert scales were used for phonaesthetical evaluations, starting with 0, meaning Not at 

all (Slovene: Sploh ne), and ending with 8, meaning Completely (Slovene: Popolnoma). Likert 

scales were presented as sliders.  
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Figure 3 

 

Items for phonaesthetical evaluations of a foreign language 

 

Figure 3 shows the interface (in Slovene) for the phonaesthetical evaluation of a foreign 

language. At the top, there is a text that translates into LANGUAGE evaluation. Underneath is 

the Play button, which triggers the stimulus. Underneath the play button, there is text which 

translates to ‘On a scale from “Not at all” to “Completely”, how do you perceive this language 

as…’. Beneath that, we have the Liker scales, where lep translates into beautiful, kulturen into 

cultural, urejen into orderly, erotičen into erotic, and mehek into soft. Below that, there is the 

language familiarity scale with the text that translates into “How familiar does this language 

sound to you?”, and below that is the Next button, which triggers the next step in the task. 

As we can see in Figure 3, there are five items regarding the phonaestetical evaluations of a 

language and one for the self-perceived familiarity with the language. Beautiful, cultural, 

orderly, erotic, and soft represent the five components – Beauty, Culture, Orderliness, Eros, 

and Softness.  

Figure 4 

 

Item for the assessment of the pleasantness of the voice 
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Figure 4 shows the interface (in Slovene) for the evaluation of the pleasantness of the voice. 

The text at the top translates into VOICE evaluation. The text below the Play button translates 

into “How pleasant does this voice sound to you?” 

12.3 Procedure 

Once participants had opened the link to the task, the task description and basic instructions 

(the requirement to use headphones/earphones or speakers due to the nature of the task, giving 

evaluations by moving the sliders, and the task being in two parts, the first one focusing on the 

language and the second one on the voice) appeared on the screen. Once they proceeded, the 

informed consent was presented to them. Once they gave their consent, the demographic 

questionnaire appeared. The next step was the language background questionnaire. When they 

were done with the questionnaires, three practice trials (Welsh, Turkish, and Greek) followed, 

where they were more thoroughly instructed and were able to familiarize themselves with the 

interface. Each practice trial was separated into two parts. The first one was the language part, 

where during listening to the stimulus, participants were instructed to focus on their perception 

of the language, while disregarding the voice and semantics, and evaluate, by moving the slider 

under the item, how beautiful, cultural, orderly, erotic, and soft it seems to them. After that, 

they had to give their self-perceived evaluations on how familiar that language sounded to them. 

Then followed the second part, where the participants were instructed to focus on the voice and 

disregard the language and semantics, while listening to the same stimulus as in the first part, 

and evaluate, again by moving the slider, how pleasant that voice sounded to them. After the 

three practice trials, the true task followed. 

The task consisted of 16 languages (Catalan, French, Italian, Portuguese, English, German, 

Norwegian, Swedish, Croatian, Czech, Polish, Russian, Estonian, Finnish, Hungarian, and 

Latvian), each presented with two female voices, which adds up to 32 stimuli in total. Each 

stimulus was presented separately and in random order. It was possible to listen to the stimulus 

more than once. Participants were able to do the task at their own pace and continue to the next 

part or stimulus when they were ready. They had to evaluate languages and voices in the same 

manner as in the practice trials. The whole procedure did not take longer than 25 minutes.  
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13 ANALYSIS 

13.1 Extraction of acoustic parameters in a voice 

Average fundamental frequencies and their standard deviations were extracted from the stimuli 

with fundamental frequency tracking (in Praat, it is labeled as pitch tracking) performed with 

the Praat standard algorithm for fundamental frequency tracking, which is based on an 

autocorrelation method. The pitch floor was set to 80 Hz, whereas the pitch ceiling was set to 

450 Hz. The settings were adjusted to remove any irrelevant noise from the analysis. Event 

density, inharmonicity, roughness, spectral centroid, harmonic-percussive ratio, and 2–4 kHz 

frequency band energy were extracted with Matlab’s MIRtoolbox set on standard settings. 

13.2 Phonaesthetical evaluations and language familiarity 

For statistical analysis in SPSS, some additional computation out of the 224 primary variables 

(for phonaesthetics and familiarity) was required. 

Two voices for each language and each individual phonaesthetical component were computed 

into an average score for a language for that phonaesthetical component. Furthermore, scores 

for language family groups were computed by averaging scores for individual phonaesthetical 

components of languages that belong to a specific language family group (for the Slavic 

language family group, Croatian, Czech, Polish, and Russian were computed; for the Romance 

language family group, Catalan, French, Italian, and Portuguese; for the Germanic language 

family group, English, German, Norwegian, and Swedish; for the Finno-Ugric & Baltic, 

Estonian, Finnish, Hungarian, and Latvian). Paired samples T-tests were used between the 

Slavic language family group and the others for each component. Furthermore, linear 

regressions were made for each phonaesthetical component as the dependent variable and 

language familiarity as the predictor. Additional paired samples T-tests were used to look into 

the differences between specific languages of the Slavic language family group and specific 

languages of all other language family groups for each component.  

Scores for phonaesthetical components for all languages combined were computed by 

averaging scores for individual phonaesthetical components of all languages. Furthermore, 

ANOVAs were made for phonaesthetical components of all languages as well as of specific 

language family groups as dependent variables and gender as a factor. Then, ANOVAs were 

made for specific phonaesthetical components for individual languages as dependent variables 

and gender as a factor. 

Average scores for each voice (32) were computed from participants’ (60) evaluations for 

individual phonaesthetical components and voice pleasantness (voices were treated as 

participants). Individual phonaesthetical components were correlated (Pearson) with individual 

acoustic parameters. Furthermore, multiple linear regressions with stepwise procedure were 

made for individual phonaesthetical components as dependent variables and acoustic 

parameters as predictors. Next, categories (low; high) were assigned to the pairs of voices that 

represented an individual language for individual phonaesthetical components and voice 

pleasantness (based on the score). Then, ANOVAs were made with individual phonaesthetical 

components and voice pleasantness (individual) as a dependent variable and categories as a 

factor. Additional paired samples T-tests were made for the pairs of voices that represented an 

individual language.  

Next, linear regressions for phonaesthetical components as dependent variables and voice 
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pleasantness as a predictor were made. Finally, a multiple linear regression model with stepwise 

procedure with voice pleasantness as a dependent variable and acoustic parameters as predictors 

was made. 
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14 RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results of the statistical analyses of data that was extracted from voice 

recordings and collected through 9-level (0–8) Likert scales.  

14.1 Phonaesthetical perception of languages that belong to different language family 

groups 

In this section, results for the phonaesthetical perception of different language family groups 

(Slavic, Romance, Germanic, Finno-Ugric & Baltic) are shown. Furthermore, results for 

individual languages (Catalan, Croatian, Czech, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, 

Hungarian, Italian, Latvian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Swedish) are also shown. 

Table 2 

 

Paired samples T-test for phonaesthetical evaluations and familiarity between Slavic and 

other language family groups 

Pairs M SD t df p 

Slavic familiarity - Romance familiarity ,604 1,390 3,367 59 ,001 

Slavic familiarity - Germanic familiarity ,050 1,191 ,325 59 ,746 

Slavic familiarity - Other familiarity 3,135 1,324 18,344 59 ,000 

Slavic softness - Romance softness -,896 1,513 -4,586 59 ,000 

Slavic softness - Germanic softness ,938 1,364 5,325 59 ,000 

Slavic softness - Other softness ,842 1,277 5,107 59 ,000 

Slavic orderliness - Romance orderliness -,198 ,954 -1,607 59 ,114 

Slavic orderliness - Germanic orderliness -,804 1,170 -5,323 59 ,000 

Slavic orderliness - Other orderliness ,613 ,937 5,065 59 ,000 

Slavic eroticism - Romance eroticism -1,438 1,430 -7,788 59 ,000 

Slavic eroticism - Germanic eroticism -,023 1,120 -,159 59 ,875 

Slavic eroticism - Other eroticism ,502 1,046 3,718 59 ,000 

Slavic beauty - Romance beauty - ,850 1,070 -6,156 59 ,000 

Slavic beauty - Germanic beauty -,358 1,327 -2,092 59 ,041 

Slavic beauty - Other beauty ,740 1,217 4,706 59 ,000 

Slavic culture - Romance culture -,594 1,075 -4,279 59 ,000 

Slavic culture - Germanic culture -,819 1,167 -5,436 59 ,000 

Slavic culture - Other culture ,404 ,876 3,573 59 ,001 
Note: Other = Finno-Ugric and Baltic (Latvian) language family group 

In Table 2, we can see the differences in familiarity and the phonaesthetical evaluations of the 

five components (beauty, culture, eroticism, orderliness, and softness) between Slavic language 

family group and others. Languages from the Slavic language family group were generally 

evaluated as more familiar than languages from the Romance and the Finno-Ugric & Baltic 

language family groups. In terms of softness, Slavic languages were evaluated higher than 

Germanic as well as Finno-Ugric & Baltic languages. In terms of eroticism, beauty, and culture, 

Slavic languages were rated higher than Finno-Ugric & Baltic languages. Romance and 

Germanic languages were evaluated higher than Slavic languages in terms of orderliness, 

beauty, and culture, whereas Romance languages got higher ratings on the softness and 

eroticism scales as well. 
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Figure 5 

 

Mean scores for familiarity evaluations for individual languages 

 

Figure 5 shows the evaluations of the participants’ familiarity with individual languages. We 

can see that the participants were most familiar with English (M = 7,800; SD = ,971), Croatian 

(M = 7,567; SD = 1,264), and German (M = 7,333; SD = 1,320), and least familiar with Latvian 

(M = 2,175; SD = 1,399), Estonian (M = 2,267; SD = 1,969), and Finnish (M = 3,367; 

SD = 1,470). 

Paired samples T-tests for familiarity between individual Slavic languages and every other 

individual language showed that Croatian language was significantly more familiar than all 

Romance languages (p < ,001), Czech was significantly less familiar than French and Italian (p 

< ,001), but was more familiar than Portuguese and Catalan. Polish was less familiar than 

French and Italian (p < ,001), but was more familiar than Portuguese (p = ,011). Russian was 

more familiar than Catalan and Portuguese (p < ,001). All Slavic languages were significantly 

more familiar than Finno-Ugric and Baltic languages (p < ,001). 

Linear regressions were made for phonasthetical components as dependent variables, where 

familiarity was entered as the predictor. 

Table 3 

 

Linear regressions for phonaesthetical components with language familiarity as the predictor 

Predictor Dependent variable R2 p 

Familiarity Softness ,059 ,061 

  Orderliness ,180 ,001 

  Eroticism ,001 ,804 

  Beauty ,200 ,000 

  Culture ,179 ,001 
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In Table 3, we can see that language familiarity explains 18% of the variance for the 

phonaesthetical perception of a foreign language as orderly and cultural, and 20% of the 

variance for the phonaesthetical perception of beauty.  

Figure 6 

 

Mean scores for softness evaluations for individual languages 

 

Figure 6 shows that participants evaluated French (M = 6,083; SD = 1,394) and English 

(M = 5,300; SD = 1,493) as the softest languages, whereas German (M = 1,842; SD = 1,287) 

and Norwegian (M = 1,842; SD = 1,339) were evaluated as the least soft languages. 

Paired samples T-tests for softness between individual Slavic languages and every other 

individual language showed that Croatian, Czech, Polish, and Russian were evaluated lower in 

comparison with French (p < ,001) and Italian (p = ,001; p = ,002; p = ,037; p = ,042). Between 

Slavic and Germanic languages, all the differences were significant (p < ,001) in favor of Slavic 

languages, except for English, which was rated softer than all Slavic languages (p < ,001). In 

comparison with the Finno-Ugric and the Baltic language family group, Slavic languages were 

rated significantly softer than Estonian, Finnish, and Hungarian (p < ,001). 
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Figure 7 

 

Mean scores for orderliness evaluations for individual languages 

 

In Figure 7, we can see that English (M = 6,092; SD = 1,410), German (M = 5,358; SD = 1,750), 

and French (M = 4,883; SD = 1,830) were evaluated as the most orderly languages, whereas 

Hungarian (M = 2,683; SD = 1,249) got the lowest average score. 

Paired samples T-tests for orderliness between individual Slavic languages and every other 

individual language showed that Croatian and Russian were evaluated less orderly in 

comparison to English and German (p < ,001), but more orderly than Norwegian (p = ,031; 

p = ,001) and Swedish (p = ,027; p < ,001). Czech and Polish were also evaluated as less orderly 

than English and German (p < ,001). All Slavic languages were evaluated less orderly than 

French (p < ,005). Croatian and Russian were more orderly as Portuguese (p = ,016; p = ,001), 

while Russian was also evaluated more orderly than Catalan (p = ,017). Czech was less orderly 

than Italian (p = ,013) and Catalan (p = ,022). In comparison to Finno-Ugric & Baltic languages, 

Russian and Croatian were evaluated more orderly than all of them (p < ,001; p < ,002). Czech 

and Polish were more orderly than Hungarian (p < ,001), while Polish was also evaluated more 

orderly than Latvian (p = ,048). 
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Figure 8 

 

Mean scores for eroticism evaluations for individual languages 

 

As seen in Figure 8, French (M = 5,467; SD = 1,976) was evaluated as the most erotic language, 

whereas Hungarian (M = 1,283; SD = ,894) language was evaluated as the least erotic. 

Paired samples T-tests for eroticism between individual Slavic languages and every other 

individual language showed that Croatian and Czech were evaluated less erotic than all 

Romance languages (p < ,004), while Polish and Czech were less erotic than French and Italian 

(p < ,002). In comparison to Finno-Ugric & Baltic languages, Croatian was more erotic than 

Finnish (p = ,048) and Hungarian (p < ,001), while Czech was more erotic than Hungarian 

(p < ,001) and less erotic than Latvian (p = ,002). Polish and Russian were evaluated as more 

erotic than Estonian, Finnish, and Hungarian (p < ,003). 
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Figure 9 

 

Mean scores for beauty evaluations for individual languages 

 

In Figure 9, we can see that English (M = 5,983; SD = 1,613) and French (M = 5,675; SD = 

1,836) got the highest average scores for beauty, whereas Hungarian (M = 2,208; SD = 1,309) 

got the lowest average score. 

Paired samples T-tests for beauty between individual Slavic languages and every other 

individual language showed that Czech was rated less beautiful than all Romance languages 

(p < ,020). Polish was less beautiful than Catalan (p = ,022), French, and Italian (p < ,001), 

while Croatian was rated less beautiful than French and Italian (p < ,003), and Russian less than 

French (p < ,001). In comparison to Germanic languages, Croatian was more beautiful than 

Norwegian (p = ,031) and Russian was more beautiful than German, Norwegian, and Swedish 

(p < ,004). All Slavic languages were evaluated as less beautiful than English (p < ,001). 

Russian was more beautiful than Estonian, Finnish, Hungarian (p < ,001), and Latvian 

(p = ,029), while Czech was more beautiful than Hungarian (p < ,001) and less beautiful than 

Latvian (p = ,011). Croatian was evaluated more beautiful than Estonian, Finnish, and 

Hungarian (p < ,002), and so was Polish (p = ,005; p = ,010; p < ,001). 
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Figure 10 

 

Mean scores for culture evaluations for individual languages 

 

Figure 10 shows that English (M = 5,983; SD = 1,660) and French (M = 5,658; SD = 1,684) 

were evaluated as the most cultured languages, whereas Hungarian (M = 2,833; SD = 1,314) 

got the lowest average score on the culture scale. 

Paired samples T-tests for culture between individual Slavic languages and every other 

individual language showed that Croatian and Polish were evaluated as less cultured than 

French (p < ,001) and Italian (p = ,002; p = ,017). Czech got lower ratings than Catalan 

(p =,020), French (p < ,001), and Italian (p = ,003), while Russian got lower ratings than French 

(p < ,001), but higher than Catalan (p = ,047) and Portuguese (p = ,001). In comparison to 

Germanic languages, Croatian, Polish, and Czech were evaluated lower than English and 

German (p < ,001), whereas Czech was also evaluated lower than Swedish (p = ,023). Russian 

was evaluated as less cultured than English (p < ,001), but more cultured than Norwegian 

(p = ,001) and Swedish (p = ,012). Croatian, Czech, and Polish got higher ratings than 

Hungarian (p < ,001), while Russian was evaluated as more cultured than all languages of the 

Finno-Ugric & Baltic language family group (p < ,006). 
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14.2 Differences in phonaesthetical perception of languages between females and males 

In this section, we are presenting gender differences in phonaesthetical evaluations (softness, 

orderliness, eroticism, beauty, culture) for all languages in general, for specific language family 

groups (Romance, Slavic, Germanic, Finno-Ugric & Baltic), and for single languages (Catalan, 

Croatian, Czech, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Hungarian, Italian, Latvian, 

Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Swedish). 

Figure 11 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for phonaesthetical evaluations for all languages 

combined 

 

Figure 11 shows that, in general, male participants perceived languages as more soft, orderly, 

erotic and cultural, whereas female participants gave higher beauty ratings. Languages 

generally got the highest ratings for the Culture component (Women: M = 3,884; SD = 1,194; 

Men: M = 4,207; SD = 1,018) and the lowest ratings for the Eros component (Women: 

M = 2,360; SD = ,662; Men: M = 2,935; SD = ,843). 

The analysis of variance for each component showed a significant difference only for eroticism 

(Eros) ratings (p = ,005). 
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Figure 12 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for phonaesthetical evaluations for the Romance 

language family group 

 

Figure 12 shows that Romance languages are evaluated higher by female participants in terms 

of softness (M = 4,746; SD = 1,923), orderliness (M = 4,183; SD = 1,271), and beauty 

(M = 4,758; SD = 1,428), whereas male participants rated Romance languages higher in terms 

of eroticism (M = 3,983; SD = 1,487) and culture (M = 4,413; SD = 1,056). 

The analysis of variance showed no significant differences between groups in phonaesthetical 

evaluations for Romance languages. 
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Figure 13 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for phonaesthetical evaluations for the Slavic 

language family group 

 

Figure 13 shows that male participants gave higher phonaesthetical evaluations for all 

components for Slavic languages.  

The analysis of variance showed a significant difference in phonaesthetical evaluations between 

male participants (M = 2,900; SD = 1,162) and female participants (M = 1,921; SD = ,763) only 

for eroticism (p < ,001). 

Figure 14 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for phonaesthetical evaluations for the 

Germanic language family group 
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In Figure 14, we can see that the Germanic language family group was evaluated as more 

orderly (M = 4,658; SD = 1,476), erotic (M = 2,679; SD = 1,096), and cultural (M = 4,841; 

SD = 1,378) by male participants, whereas female participants gave higher ratings for softness 

(M = 2,854; SD = ,916) and beauty (M = 4,150; SD = 1,220). 

There were no significant differences for any of the components for the Germanic language 

family group. 

Figure 15 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for phonaesthetical evaluations for the Finno-

Ugric language family group and Latvian 

 

Figure 15 shows that male participants gave higher phonaesthetical ratings for all components 

for Latvian and Finno-Ugric languages. 

The analysis of variance showed a significant difference in phonaesthetical evaluations between 

male participants (M = 2,183; SD = ,928) and female participants (M = 1,630; SD = ,771) only 

for eroticism (p = ,015). 
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Figure 16 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for softness evaluations for individual languages 

 

Figure 16 shows that in terms of softness, female participants gave higher ratings to Catalan, 

Italian, Portuguese, English, German, and Hungarian, whereas male participants evaluated 

French, Croatian, Czech, Polish, Russian, Norwegian, Swedish, Estonian, Finnish, and Latvian 

as being soft. Both groups evaluated French (Women: M = 5,900; SD = 1,429; Men: M = 6,267; 

SD = 1,367) and English (Women: M = 5,467; SD = 1,474; Men: M = 5,133; SD = 1,520) as 

the softest languages, whereas the least soft language was Norwegian (Women: M = 1,700; 

SD = 1,277; Men: M = 1,983; SD = 1,405). 

The analysis of variance showed significant differences between genders in softness evaluations 

for Polish (p = ,029) and Estonian (p = ,005) languages. 
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Figure 17 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for orderliness evaluations for individual 

languages 

 

Figure 17 shows that in terms of orderliness, female participants gave higher rates to Catalan, 

French, Italian, Portuguese, English, German, and Hungarian, whereas male participants 

evaluated Czech, Polish, Russian, Norwegian, Swedish, Estonian, Finnish, and Latvian as more 

orderly. Both groups found English (Women: M = 6,217; SD = 1,343; Men: M = 5,967; 

SD =1,485) and German (Women: M = 5,433; SD = 1,331; Men: M = 4,783; SD = 1,865) as the 

most orderly languages, whereas Hungarian (Women: M = 2,733; SD = 1,264; Men: M = 2,633; 

SD = 1,252) was the least orderly to them. 

The analysis of variance showed no significant differences between female and male 

participants for orderliness evaluations of individual languages. 
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Figure 18 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for eroticism evaluations for individual 

languages 

 

In Figure 18, we can see that in terms of eroticism, male participants evaluated Croatian, 

French, Italian, Czech, Polish, Russian, English, German, Norwegian, Swedish, Estonian, 

Finnish, Hungarian, and Latvian higher, whereas female participants gave higher ratings to 

Portuguese. French (Women: M = 4,917; SD = 2,009; Men: M = 6,017; SD = 1,812) and English 

(Women: M = 3,633; SD = 2,030; Men: M = 4,217; SD = 1,388) languages were evaluated as 

most erotic, whereas Hungarian (Women: M = 1,167; SD = ,699; Men: M = 1,400; SD = 1,054) 

was the least erotic language. 

The analysis of variance showed significant differences between genders in eroticism 

evaluations for French (p = ,030), Czech (p = ,008), Polish (p = ,001), Russian (p = ,002), and 

Estonian (p = ,008). 
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Figure 19 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for beauty evaluations for individual languages 

 

Figure 19 shows that in terms of beauty, female participants evaluated Catalan, Italian, 

Portuguese, Croatian, English, German, Swedish, Hungarian and Latvian higher, whereas male 

participants gave higher ratings to French, Czech, Polish, Russian, Norwegian, Estonian, and 

Finnish. The most beautiful as rated by the participants were English (Women: M = 6,267; 

SD = 1,601; Men: M = 5,700; SD = 1,601) and French (Women: M = 5,617; SD = 1,874; Men: 

M = 5,733; SD = 1,585), whereas Hungarian (Women: M = 2,333; SD = 1,379; Men: M = 2,083; 

SD = 1,246) was evaluated as the least beautiful language. 

The analysis of variance showed no significant differences between female and male 

participants for beauty evaluations of individual languages. 
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Figure 20 

 

Differences between genders in mean scores for culture evaluations for individual languages 

 

Figure 20 shows that in terms of culture, female participants evaluated Portuguese and English 

higher, whereas male participants found Catalan, French, Italian, Croatian, Polish, Russian, 

German, Norwegian, Swedish, Estonian, Finnish, Hungarian, and Latvian more cultured. Czech 

language got the same average score from both groups. English (Women: M = 6,017; 

SD = 1,637; Men: M = 5,950; SD = 1,709) and French (Women: M = 5,533; SD = 1,829; Men: 

M = 5,783; SD = 1,546) were rated as the most cultured languages, whereas Hungarian 

(Women: M = 2,667; SD = 1,341; Men: M = 3,000; SD = 1,585) got the lowest average scores. 

The analysis of variance showed significant differences between genders in culture evaluations 

for Polish language (p = ,018). 

14.3 Acoustic features of voice and their influence on phonaesthetical perception 

In this section, we are showing the results for the effects of different acoustic parameters in 

voice and voice pleasantness on the phonaesthetical perception of foreign languages. Eight 

acoustic parameters (average fundamental frequency, fundamental frequency deviation, event 

density, inharmonicity, roughness, spectral centroid, harmonic-percussive ratio, 2 to 4 kHz 

frequency band energy) were used for the analysis. 
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Table 4 

 

Correlation matrix for acoustic parameters and phonaesthetical components 

  Softness Orderliness Eroticism Beauty Culture 

Mean F0 ,152 ,175 ,221 ,266 ,217 

F0 SD -,338 -,459 -,377 -,432 -,491 

Event density ,101 -,110 ,075 ,063 -,021 

Inharmonicity -,400 -,469 -,417 -,496 -,504 

Roughness -,150 -,350 -,227 -,237 -,359 

Spectral centroid -,010 -,107 -,031 -,065 -,083 

Harmonic-percussive ratio ,496 ,450 ,640 ,596 ,591 

2-4 kHz energy -,344 -,083 -,322 -,232 -,270 
Note: N = 32; used mean scores for phonaesthetical components were computed on 60 participants 

Table 4 shows Pearson’s correlation coefficients for acoustic parameters and phonaesthetical 

components. We can see that fundamental frequency deviation significantly negatively 

correlates with orderliness (p = ,008), eroticism (p = ,033), beauty (p = ,013), and culture 

(p = ,004). There are significant negative correlations between inharmonicity and all 

phonaesthetical components (softness: p = ,023; orderliness: p = ,007; eroticism: p = ,018; 

beauty: p = ,004; culture: p = ,003). The harmonic-percussive ratio positively correlates with 

all phonaesthetical components (softness: p = ,004; orderliness: p = ,010; eroticism: p < ,001; 

beauty: p < ,001; culture: p < ,001). Roughness negatively correlates with orderliness (p = ,049) 

and culture (p = ,044). 

Figure 21 

 

Harmonic-percussive ratio (dB) and phonaesthetic components means for all voices in 

descending order based on harmonic-percussive ratio values 

 

In Figure 21, we can see that voice French 2 has the highest harmonic-percussive ratio (8,343 

dB), followed by Italian 2 (6,907 dB) and French 1 (6,373 dB), whereas Hungarian 1 (2,768 

dB) has the lowest one, followed by Czech 1 (3,203 dB) and Italian 1 (3,288 dB). The acoustic 

parameter does not follow the general trend of phonaesthetical components. 
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Figure 22 

 

Relationship between fundamental frequency deviation and phonaesthetical components 

  

In Figure 22, we can see negative correlations between fundamental frequency deviation and 

phonaesthetical components. Fundamental frequency deviation correlates the strongest with 

culture. 

Figure 23 

 

Relationship between inharmonicity and phonaesthetical components 

 

Figure 23 shows negative correlations between phonaesthetical components and the acoustical 

parameter inharmonicity, which correlates strongest with culture. 
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Figure 24 

 

Relationship between the harmonic-percussive ratio and phonaesthetical components 

 

Figure 24 shows positive correlations between the harmonic-percussive ratio and 

phonaesthetical components. This acoustic parameter correlates the strongest with eroticism. 

Multiple linear regressions with stepwise procedure were made for phonaesthetical components 

as dependent variables and acoustic parameters as predictors. 

The harmonic-percussive ratio fitted as sole predictor for softness (R2 = ,246), beauty 

(R2 = ,355), and culture (R2 = ,349). For orderliness, inharmonicity and event density met the 

criterium for entering a predictor (adjusted R2 = ,305). For eroticism, a regression model with 

three sufficient predictors (harmonic-percussive ratio, spectral centroid, average fundamental 

frequency) was made, where the predictors explained 51.2% (adjusted R2) of variance. 

Additional analyses were made for the relationship between voice pleasantness and 

phonaesthetical components.  
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Figure 25 

 

Means for phonaesthetical components and voice pleasantness computed on scores of 60 

participants for each voice 

 

In Figure 25, we can see that participants phonaesthetically evaluated specific languages that 

were presented by two different voices in a similar manner, whereas in terms of voice 

pleasantness, the scores of the two voices differ more for some languages.  

Analyses of variance were made with phonaesthetical components and voice pleasantness as 

dependent variables and voices with lower and higher values as factors. No significant 

differences were found. 

Furthermore, paired samples T-tests between two voices for the same language were made for 

phonaesthetical components and voice pleasantness. There were differences in language 

perception in terms of softness between Latvian (p < ,001), Portuguese (p = ,004), and Swedish 

(p = ,013) voices. In terms of orderliness, English (p = ,041), Portuguese (p = ,008), and Swedish 

(p = ,028) voices differed. For the perception of eroticism in a language, Catalan (p = ,014), 

Latvian (p = ,009), and Swedish (p = ,002) voices differed. Beauty in French (p = ,036) and 

culture in Croatian (,043) were perceived differently based on different voices. Differences in 

voice pleasantness were significant for Catalan (p < ,001), Finnish (p = ,012), German 

(p = ,044), Latvian (p < ,001), Portuguese (p = ,019), and Swedish (p = ,027) voices. 
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15 DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, we are going to discuss the results for the phonaesthetical perception of foreign 

languages on a Slovenian sample, where each language was represented by two different female 

voices. We were comparing phonaesthetical perception between the native language family 

group and the Romance, Germanic, and Finno-Ugric & Baltic language family groups. 

Furthermore, we were exploring differences in phonaesthetical perception between female and 

male participants. Finally, we looked into the relationships of different acoustic parameters and 

perceived voice pleasantness with phonaesthetical components. 

15.1 Phonaesthetical perception of languages that belong to different language family 

groups 

In this study, all participants were Slovenes (Slavic language family group), so it was expected 

that they would be most familiar with the Slavic language family group, namely, Slavic 

languages share a similar phonological and morphological structure, even more similar than 

Romance languages (Comrie, 2018). Romance and Finno-Ugric & Baltic language family 

groups were significantly less familiar than the Slavic language family group, whereas the 

familiarity with the Germanic language family group did not differ much from the Slavic one. 

If we inspect individual languages, we can see that English, Croatian, and German were the 

most familiar languages, followed by French, Russian, and Italian. The reason behind English 

being in first place might be that it is often used as a lingua franca (Comrie, 2018) and is 

commonly used between speakers of different languages to communicate. It is also included in 

the curriculums of Slovenian primary schools and high schools. Moreover, the popular 

entertainment industry and media may have an influence as well since a lot of content is 

presented in the English language. Thus, previous experience with a foreign language seems to 

be an important factor (Gooskens et al., 2018). Croatian coming in second place, even though 

it was reported as the third most commonly spoken language, can be explained with 

geographical proximity and being part of the same country in the past. Slovenia and Croatia 

(together with other countries) formed Yugoslavia, where the official language was Serbo-

Croat. Even though the official language of Slovenia was Slovene (Comrie, 2018), Serbo-Croat 

was included in the curriculum of primary schools. Besides, Slovene and Croat are both South 

Slavonic languages, thus being so closely related that Slovene and Croat speakers can 

successfully communicate in their own language (Gooskens et al., 2018) and are more similar 

than Slovene is to Russian (East Slavic), Polish, or Czech (West Slavonic). Another influential 

factor might be the entertainment industry, more specifically Croatian music, which is 

commonly listened to by the Slovenian population. German language coming in third place, 

even though it was reported as the second most commonly spoken language, can be explained, 

similarly as Croat, with the geographical proximity of Slovenia to Austria, where German is 

the official language. There is a dialect in northern Slovenia, in which many words are based 

on German. There are also options to learn German in primary schools and high schools in 

Slovenia. French and Italian were the most familiar Romance languages, where French may be 

familiar due to it being the most popular second foreign language in the world (Comrie, 2018), 

whereas Italian is widely spoken in (south-) western Slovenia due to Slovenia bordering on 

Italy there. Other languages were not widely spoken among participants and they may have 

seemed familiar because of the common features with more familiar languages of the same 

language family group. The least familiar languages were Finno-Ugric & Baltic, where 

Hungarian seemed the most familiar among them. This may be because of geographical 

proximity, namely, Slovenia also borders on Hungary. 

Language familiarity was a significant predictor for phonaesthetical perception of beauty in a 
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language, where it explained 20% of the variance. Furthermore, 18% of the variance was 

explained for orderliness and culture, and 6% for softness, whereas it did not have any effect 

on the perception of eroticism in a language. This supports the previous findings of Reiterer 

et al. (2020), where language familiarity played a significant role in phonaesthetical perception. 

In general, the Slavic language family group was perceived as significantly less soft, erotic, 

beautiful, and cultural than the Romance language family group. In comparison to the Germanic 

language family group, the Slavic language family group was perceived as softer, however, 

Germanic was perceived as more orderly, beautiful, and cultural. When compared to the Finno-

Ugric & Baltic language family group, Slavic was evaluated significantly higher for all five 

phonaesthetical components. The hypothesis that languages of the same language family group 

as the participants’ native language will be evaluated lower is thus valid for the comparison 

with the Romance language family group, whereas the results show the opposite for the 

comparison with the Finno-Ugric & Baltic language family group, and give mixed outcomes 

for the comparison with the Germanic language family group. 

When inspecting individual languages, French was perceived as the softest language, followed 

by English, Italian, and Portuguese, whereas Finno-Ugric and other Germanic languages were 

perceived as the least soft. English and German were perceived as the most orderly languages, 

followed by French, Russian, and Croatian, whereas Hungarian, Latvian, and Finnish were 

perceived as the least orderly. Romance languages and English were perceived as the most 

erotic, whereas Finno-Ugric, other Germanic languages, and Czech were on the lower end. 

English and French were perceived as the most beautiful languages, followed by Italian, 

Russian, Catalan, Croatian, and Portuguese, whereas Finno-Ugric languages, Czech, and other 

Germanic languages were perceived as the least beautiful. English and French were perceived 

as the most cultural languages, followed by German, Russian, Italian, Catalan, and Swedish, 

whereas the least cultural were Finno-Ugric languages with Croatian and Czech in-between. 

These results are mainly congruent with the findings of Reiterer et al. (2020), there are some 

differences only for specific languages. In both studies, Romance languages and English were 

perceived as the softest, and German as the least soft. Only softness perception for Hungarian 

language differed, which was in our case on the lower end, and in the middle in their study. The 

phonaesthetical perception of orderliness differed only for the French language, which was 

perceived as more orderly than all Slavic languages in this study, whereas the opposite was 

found in theirs. In their study, Polish got relatively low rankings for beauty, culture, and 

eroticism, whereas in our case, the rankings for these three phonaestetical components were 

relatively average. The differences in results could be showing simply because of varying 

participants sample, namely, Reiterer et al. (2020) did their study on participants from different 

cultural environments, whereas this study included only Slovenes. Another factor may be the 

stimuli. To be more specific, the used recordings in both studies were not the same, which 

means that the voices were different. This would indicate that the voice could affect the 

phonaesthetical perception of a foreign language. We address this more thoroughly in the last 

part of the discussion. 

Given the similar results with those of Reiterer et al. (2020), these findings support the influence 

of aesthetic phonetic universals (Crystal, 1995) on language perception. Some of the inspected 

languages (e.g. English, German, Romance languages, Russian, Croatian) seem to incorporate 

more aesthetic phonetic universals and are thus more favorable (Reiterer et al., 2020). This 

would also support the inherent value hypothesis (Giles et al., 1974). However, when we take 

language familiarity into consideration, it becomes less clear whether phonaesthetical 

evaluations of a foreign language are based solely on its inherent properties. For example, 

English, Croatian, German, and French were the most familiar languages, whereas Latvian, 
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Estonian, Finnish, and Hungarian were the least familiar; English and French got high 

evaluations for all phonaesthetical components, and Finno-Ugric languages received some of 

the lowest ratings across the phonaesthetical components. The perception of Croatian and 

German, on the other hand, differed across the phonaesthetical components and that was also 

the case with Latvian, which was perceived as relatively soft, less orderly, and was in the middle 

for beauty, culture, and eroticism. The results for Finno-Ugric languages are more supportive 

for the imposed norm hypothesis (Giles et al., 1974). In this study, language familiarity seemed 

to be an important factor at least for the phonaesthetical perception of beauty, culture, and 

orderliness in a foreign language, which is similar to the findings of Reiterer et al. (2020), where 

it played an important role for beauty, culture, and eroticism. Language familiarity is affected 

by the individual’s previous experience with a particular language and how intelligible that 

language is to a person (Gooskens et al., 2018). Intelligibility positively correlates with the 

aesthetic pleasantness of dialects (Boets & De Schutter, 1977), which may also be the case for 

foreign languages. Familiar languages require less effort to process (Reiterer et al., 2020) 

because we have more experience with their characteristics (Babel & McGuire, 2014). This 

fluency in processing makes perceived languages more likeable (Reber et al., 2004), which 

brings greater aesthetic pleasure (Babel & McGuire, 2014). However, the evaluation of 

phonaesthetical components in a language may also be affected by cultural stereotypes 

(Schüppert et al., 2015) and the individual’s attitude towards a language (Giles et al., 1974). 

Gender may also have an influence on phonaesthetical perception, which is discussed in the 

next section. 

15.2 Differences in phonaesthetical perception of languages between females and males 

In general, there was a significant difference in the phonaesthetical perception of eroticism in 

foreign languages between genders in favor of male participants, which mostly confirms the 

hypothesis that there are no differences between genders. Segregation to language family 

groups and further to individual languages revealed that they perceived Slavic languages, 

French, and Estonian as more erotic than female participants, and Polish and Estonian seemed 

softer to them. This supports the findings of Reiterer et al. (2020) to a certain degree, where no 

effect for the gender of the listener was found, however, in their study, recordings of both 

female and male voices were used with a random distribution across languages. The fact that 

Babel and McGuire (2014) found no differences between genders for female voice 

attractiveness, which might affect th ephonaesthetical perception of a spoken language, 

suggests that men experience more eroticism in languages and language can be processed 

separately from voice. However, this issue is discussed further in the next section. 

15.3 Acoustic features of voice and their influence on phonaesthetical perception 

The effects of average fundamental frequency, its deviation, event density, inharmonicity, 

roughness, spectral centroid, harmonic-percussive ratio, and 2–4 kHz frequency band energy, 

on perception of phonaesthetical components in foreign languages were inspected. There was 

no significant correlation between average fundamental frequency and phonaesthetical 

components, its deviation, however, was significantly negatively correlated with all 

phonaesthetical components, except with softness (p = ,058). This rejects the first part of our 

hypothesis that the average fundamental frequency and its standard deviation are influential 

acoustic parameters in phonaesthetical perception. However, standard deviation of the 

fundamental frequency seems to be an influential acoustic parameter. These results support the 

findings of Kogan and Reiterer (2021), where a language was perceived more erotic when the 

speech was flatter. However, these results show that flatness of speech affects the perception of 

all phonaesthetical components in foreign languages. Inharmonicity moderately negatively 
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correlated with all phonaesthetical components, which shows the listeners’ capability to 

evaluate a voice on its aesthetic properties (Babel & McGuire, 2014), in this case harmonics 

and noise. The perception of voices with more noise may be more difficult to process, thus 

resulting in lesser aesthetical pleasure (Babel & McGuire). Correlations between harmonic-

percussive ratio and phonaesthetical components were positive and even higher than between 

inharmonicity and phonaesthetical components. Vowels are usually richer in harmonic energy, 

whereas consonants and distinct pronunciation increase percussive energy (Lartillot & 

Toiviainen, 2007). This indicates that vowels in a language enhance phonaesthetical perception. 

This was previously shown by Crystal (1995), where beautiful sounding words included 

diphthongs and few consonant clusters. However, this study shows that this is also the case for 

other phonaesthetical components. Furthermore, it gives insight into this phenomenon from the 

acoustic perspective. Roughness negatively correlated with orderliness and culture, which 

indicates that people perceive voices with smaller amplitude modulations as more orderly and 

cultural. This is interesting, because when roughness is high, the sounds are perceived as 

harsher (Lartillot & Toiviainen, 2007). A trend was also found for 2–4 kHz frequency band 

energy, which, although not significantly, negatively correlated with softness (r = -,344; 

p = ,054) and eroticism (r = -,322; p = ,073), which indicates that voices with high energy in 

this frequency band, for which the human ear is most sensitive, somewhat negatively affect the 

perception of these phonaesthetical components. Orderliness correlated the lowest with this 

acoustic parameter (r = -,083; p = ,651) and its perception seems unaffected by it.  

Multiple linear regression models showed that the harmonic-percussive ratio explained 24.6% 

of the variance for softness, 35.5% for beauty, and 34.9% for culture. Furthermore, 

inharmonicity and event density explained 30.5% of the variance for orderliness, and finally, 

harmonic-percussive ratio, spectral centroid, and average fundamental frequency explained 

51.2% of the variance for eroticism. These results strongly suggest that the phonaesthetical 

perception of a spoken foreign language is at least moderately influenced by the voice 

characteristics of the speaker. Human voice is not just a medium for linguistic message 

(Perrachione et al., 2019), it also shapes the perception of language itself. 

The used pairs of voices in this study were, in general, uniform. There were no significant 

differences for any of the phonaesthetical components, neither for voice pleasantness, which 

means that two voices for a specific language yielded similar results. 

Perceived voice pleasantness turned out to be a strong predictor for all phonaesthetical 

components, explaining more than half of the variance, especially for beauty and culture, where 

roughly 75% of the variance was explained. Similar was shown by Reiterer et al. (2020), where 

voice likeability significantly correlated with phonaesthetical components of beauty, culture, 

eros, and orderliness. This is another indicator that phonaesthetical perception of a spoken 

language is also voice-dependent. The linear regression model for voice pleasantness with 

acoustic parameters as predictors resulted in the harmonic-percussive ratio explaining 30.1% 

of the variance in perception of voice pleasantness, which supports the previous findings of 

Zuta (2009) that the perception of pleasantness for female voices does not depend on 

fundamental frequency. Furthermore, it suggests that there might be other relevant acoustic 

parameters that explain voice pleasantness and influence phonaesthetical perception of a 

foreign language in general, or at least the perception of specific phonaesthetical components. 

15.4 Limitations 

The main limitations of this study were a language being represented by only two voices and 

the capability of listeners to focus just on the language or just on the voice when listening to 
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the stimuli just by being instructed to do so. This raises the question, whether the participants 

have really evaluated a language, or was is more the voice. It is difficult to find a person who 

would speak all these languages. However, more languages represented by a single voice would 

have given more accurate results. Another possible solution would be to instruct the participants 

to completely ignore the language and evaluate just the speaker in terms of phonaesthetical 

components. Another limitation is that the participants performed the task in an uncontrolled 

environment and the surrounding conditions varied for each participant. They were able to use 

different audio output devices, thus the quality of the perceived sound differed. There are 

differences in sound quality among different headphones/earphones, whereas the perceived 

sound that comes from the speakers incorporates even more surrounding noise due to the 

distance it has to travel. 
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16 CONCLUSIONS 

Although phonaesthetics were defined 20 years ago (Crystal, 2001), there are surprisingly few 

studies on this topic. Phonaesthetical perception research holds lots of undiscovered potential 

because this phenomenon consists of characteristics that can be inspected through the lenses of 

at least linguistics, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistic, and acoustics. This study showed that 

both language familiarity and voice affect the phonaesthetical perception of foreign languages. 

Besides, phonaesthetical perception of languages seems to be affected by language stereotypes 

and languages’ inherent properties. Similar results by different participants and different voice 

sets (this study; Reiterer et al., 2020) indicate that language phonotactics could play a role in 

phonaesthetical perception. It is a complex phenomenon that is difficult to research on multiple 

languages at once. There are still a lot of unknowns that have to be researched. Thus, further 

research should focus on individual languages rather than multiple languages at once, include 

more acoustic parameters and systematically inspect language stereotypes, vowel and 

consonant combinations and clusters for individual languages as well as control for the 

individuals’ proficiency for specific languages and their attitudes towards them. Practical 

implications could be found in the optimization of the entertainment and advertising industry 

due to information on more suitable voice selection that would enhance the perception of certain 

phonaesthetical components in language, which would lead to a better experience. Another 

important contribution is to the field of education, where the findings could help with learning 

and teaching of foreign languages. It could make it more pleasant to the learner, which may 

lead to a faster acquisition of a foreign language. 
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